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Drugs, 
money 
stolen 
Gang suspected 
in four-state 
burglary spree 
Narcotics and a large amount 
of cash were stolen early Mon- 
day morning from Dorsey's 
Drugs. 500 E. Wooster St., 
according to city police. 
Bowling Green police arrived 
three minutes after the alarm 
went off at the drugstore at 3:51 
a.m. Officers responding to the 
alarm reported the rear door 
had been pried open, although 
the door was closed when they 
arrived, said Bowling Green 
Chief of Police Galen Ash. 
A VARIETY of narcotics and 
a large amount of cash were 
taken from a locked box. Ash 
would not elaborate on the spe- 
cific drugs involved or the 
amount taken. 
Dorsey Sergent, owner of Dor- 
sey's Drugs, could not be 
reached for comment. 
The theft was most likely done 
by professionals as the thieves 
seemed to know where the nar- 
cotics were kept, Ash said. 
The burglary was similar to a 
string of other thefts in Ohio, 
Michigan, Indiana and Ken- 
tucky, according to police. 
A theft at Comer Pharmacy, 
101S. Main St. in Clyde, Ohio, on 
Feb. 19 is the most recent in this 
suspected line of burglaries. 
The suspects in the other inci- 
dents, known as the 'Melton 
Gang,' might be responsible for 
the theft, said the police. 
BG News/ Alex Horvath Is It Charmin? 
Joe Gregory's sixteen-foot jay brought more than the capacity crowd to its feet. It also brought 
streamers of toilet paper from the student section in Anderson Areana last Saturday afternoon for 
Bowling Green's first two points of the game. 
Kidnap, rape 
trial delayed 
by Valerie Qptak 
staff reporter 
The trial of three Toledo men 
accused of kidnapping and rap- 
ing a University student has 
been delayed for the third time. 
At the request of the lawyers 
representing Troy Hill, Lamont 
Walker and Patrick Henry, de- 
fendants in the case, the trial 
date has been moved to April 1. 
"This would appear to be the 
final continuance. If they re- 
quested (another one,) we would 
object," said Betty Montgom- 
ery, county prosecutor. 
The request was one of several 
brought up by Hill's attorney, 
Charles Boss, at a motion hear- 
ing before Wood County Com- 
mon Pleas Judge Donald 
DeCessna Friday. Henry's law- 
yer joined in the request. 
DeCessna ruled on the delay 
yesterday after Walker, in jail 
since his arrest Oct. 28, waived 
his right to a speedy trial. 
Boss requested the extra time 
to further prepare for the case 
and to have an expert witness 
review scientific evidence 
against the defendants. 
The court will rule tomorrow 
on whether or not it will sup- 
press certain evidence, includ- 
ing evidence from Hill's car and 
statements he made after his 
arrest. 
BOSS ARGUED the search 
warrant obtained by University 
officer Charles Lewis to search 
Hill's car was improper. 
To get a warrant, Lewis put 
together a photo array for the 
victim and another officer to 
identify the suspects. They both 
identified a picture of Hill, 
which Boss said looked different 
and stood out among the other 12 
photos on the array. 
"The line-up can t be unneces- 
sarily suggestive and that's 
what (Boss) is arguing," said 
Alan Mayberry, assistant pros- 
ecutor. 
Boss also requested that Hill's 
statements to police after he 
was arrested be suppressed 
from the trial because Hill did 
not understand his right to re- 
main silent. 
Hill and Henry were both ar- 
rested in Birmingham, Ala., 
where FBI officials located 
them Jan. 17. 
A fourth man, Floyd Boat- 
man, was arrested Oct. 26 but a 
grand jury stated there was 
insufficient evidence to make 
him a defendant. 
BOSS SAID because possible 
evidence in the trial may make 
Boatman a defendant, the other 
defendants should have access 
to statements he made to police 
about the incident. 
Not making Boatman a de- 
fendant is a procedural device 
on the part of the prosecution so 
it won't have to divulge his 
statements, Boss said. 
The prosecution said there is 
not enough evidence to bring 
charges against Boatman. 
"Mere presence does not 
make a defendant," Montgom- 
ery said. 
DeCesssna denied Boss' re- 
quest for access to Boatman's 
statement and an additional re- 
quest for the address and phone 
number of the victim. 
Reagan urges $100 million in rebel aid 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
Reagan called on Congress yesterday 
to support $100 million in assistance to 
anti-communist rebels in Nicaragua, 
saying those who resist will be held 
"fully accountable by history." 
Reagan said if the Sandinista gov- 
ernment achieves final victory, it 
would "open up the possibility of Soviet 
military bases on America's doorstep, 
threaten the security of the Panama 
Canal and inaugurate a vast migration 
march to the United States by hun- 
dreds of thousands of refugees.' 
The president issued his statement in 
the Cabinet Room as he was flanked by 
the top leadership of the resistance 
forces, known as the Contras, and by 
more than two dozen U.S. business 
supporters of the rebel cause. 
Reagan spoke a few hours after 
Secretary 01 State George Shultz out- 
lined the stakes in Nicaragua in simi- 
lar terms during a speech to the 
Veterans of Foreign Wars. 
If the United States fails to back the 
Contras, "our worry will then be a 
Soviet and Cuban base on the mainland 
of Latin America, a regime whose 
consolidated power will allow it to 
spread subversion and terrorism 
throughout the hemisphere," Shultz 
said. 
REAGAN SAID that if Congress re- 
jects his request for $70 million in 
direct military assistance and $30 mil- 
lion in non-lethal humanitarian aid, it 
would mean "consolidation of a priv- 
ileged sanctuary for terrorists and 
subversives just two days' driving time 
from Harlingen, Texas." 
U.S. assistance to the Contras now is 
limited to $27 million in non-lethal aid, 
which expires at the end of March. 
Reagan is asking Congress to approve 
around $100 million over the next 18 
months. A House vote is expected in 
about two weeks. 
Reagan said the Soviet Union has 
provided the Sandinistas with $500 mil- 
lion in assistance and that withholding 
aid from the Contras could lead to a 
"strategic disaster." 
G See Contras, page 3. 
Council approves 
relocation of road 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
City Council last night 
voted to approve an ordi- 
nance which calls for city 
cooperation with the Wood 
County Board of County Com- 
missioners on the relocation 
of Mercer Road. 
The relocation of the road is 
part of the Wood County Air- 
ject. The cify andcounty will 
jointly be providing five per- 
cent of the funds necessary 
for the project The federal 
government will provide the 
rest of the money through the 
Airport Trust Fund. 
'"The airport project is on a 
dose time table in that we 
have to get federal funds 
committed;" said Wes Hof- 
fman, municipal administra- 
tor. "If the runway doesn't 
get built in the next year, the 
Airport  Tnut  Fund   may 
__■ county will be holding a 
hearing on the relocation of 
the road on March 12. and 
wants some comniitinent 
from the city prior to that 
date, Hoffman said. 
THE COUNTY needs pre- 
liminary consentment legis- 
lation before going ahead 
with the 
said. "The county view is that 
they have already pledged 
their 2V4 percent and they 
want to be assured that the 
city will do its part" 
"Passage of the ordinance 
commits the city to the road 
project and practically com- 
mits us to the whole project," 
Hoffman said. 
Mayor Bruce Bellard also 
passed out certificates of 
commendation to 19 city em- 
ployees who did not take any 
sick leave in 1885. 
"Same people may not 
think that this is anything 
Important, but I consider it an 
act of loyalty - people who 
have gone above and beyond 
the caQ of duty," Bellard 
said. 
Council also voted to sup- 
port the Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government-sponsored 
program entitled the "I'm 
Driving Club." 
The program will be imple- 
mented on March 12, accord- 
ing to USG president Mute 
McGreevey. 
"We hope to go statewide 
with it, reaching all univer- 
sity communities," McGree- 
vey said. "It addresses an 
important issue, and if we can 
make people think about it 
and save even one life It will 
be worthwhile." 
Funds proposed for improvements 
by Julie Fauble 
staff reporter 
More than $19 million has been 
proposed for capital im- 
provements at the University as 
part of a bill unveiled by state 
officials yesterday. 
"We hope that well receive 
the whole $19.27 million for the 
capital improvements at the 
University, but the bill still has 
to pass the House and the Sen- 
ate," said Phil Mason, executive 
assistant to University Presi- 
dent Paul Olscamp. 
Mason said the bill is sup- 
ported by Speaker of the House 
Vern Riffe and Senate President 
Paul Gilmore, R-Port Clinton, 
and has bipartisan support. 
"That may lead us to believe 
the bill may move quickly," he 
said. 
THE BUDGET includes $3.6 
million for Shatzel Hall, $2.5 
million for Utilities and Renova- 
tion, $5.38 million for the south 
section of Overman Hall, $7.5 
million for Hayes Hall and $290,- 
000 for storage facilities, Mason 
said. 
Last year, the Ohio Board of 
Regents gave high priority rec- 
ommendations for the funding of 
all the projects except Shatzel 
Hall. 
Having the Shatzel Hall fund- 
ing included in the proposed 
budget required some politick- 
ing, Mason said. 
"Senator Gilmore and Rep- 
resentative Gardner were in- 
strumental in setting the 
additional $3.6 million recom- 
mendation for Shatzel Hall," he 
said. 
Mason and Olscamp also 
spent time in Columbus last 
semester trying to get Shatzel 
Hall funding included. 
'Great Ideas' to keep students awake 
by Ron Coulter 
staff reporter 
A student looking for a class that offers 
something more than memorization of facts 
and a fight to stay awake through dull 
lectures might have an alternative. 
The course, Arts and Sciences 200, is being 
offered for the first time next fall. The title: 
"Great Ideas." 
"Great Ideas is one of the most important 
curriculum developments at this University 
in 10 to 15 years," said Tom Klein, associate 
professor of English. 
The class has been in planning for three 
Eears by a team of 20 faculty and admlnis- 
ation members, Klein said. 
The class Is interdisciplinary, so that 
faculty from different departments will 
teach the class. Professors will be encour- 
aged to team-teach the course, he said. 
English 112 will be a pre-requlsite for the 
class. Ten sections of the class, listed as 
Arts and Sciences 200, will be offered next 
fall. The class will count as credit for arts 
and humanities or social sciences, Klein 
said. 
SOME OF the "great ideas" that will be 
included in the curriculum include Judeo- 
Christianity, Greek humanism, the scien- 
tific revolution, democracy and feminism, 
he said. 
Other subjects that may be studied, de- 
pending on the instructor and availability of 
texts, include revolutionary ideas In sci- 
ence, economics, politics, arts, philosophy 
and religion. 
The class will focus on six or seven in- 
fluential ideas, spending two or three weeks 
on each idea, Klein said. 
Klein said liberal studies, such as arts, 
humanities and communication are not en- 
couraged enough in the education process. 
"Students need to get a practical liberal 
education. So many students are only inter- 
ested in getting technical training for a job. 
The student interested in a career, however, 
needs a wider education," he said. 
Similar classes are being taught at 
schools known for offering a good general 
education, such as the Universities of Chi- 
cago and Kansas, he said. 
Klein said the basic outline of the class 
will be to read and evaluate the important 
works of history. 
"Students need to read books by the men 
that have changed history. The exposure 
should be first-hand, not just an interpreta- 
tion written by someone else," he saia. 
The class will be more than lectures, he 
said. The course work will include field trips 
to films and plays and guest lecturers. 
Class size will be limited to a maximum of 
30 people, Klein said. The class will be 
discussion and writing-oriented. 
"The class will be deliberately challeng- 
ing," Klein said. "It is based on a high 
estimation of the student's ability. Critical 
thinking will be demanded." 
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Curb gun money 
President Reagan, in a televised talk last week, 
tried to gain public support for his 1987 defense 
budget. Reagan's budget would give the Pentagon 
$312 billion, which - after allowing for inflation - is 
8 percent more funding than the fiscal 1986 year. 
Of course the United: States needs to maintain a 
strong defensive posture, but at a time when the 
government must trim down its spending, we don't 
need to buy every high-tech gadget defense con- 
tractors can think of. 
The amount of money the Defense Department is 
seeking is astounding. If Congress awards them 
everything they want, the Pentagon will be spend- 
ing $855 million dollars per day. 
In defense of the planned spending, the president 
said that between 1970 and 1985 the Soviets spent 
$500 billion more than we did on arms, therefore 
they have more weapons than we do. To win Soviet 
concessions at the arms talks we had to spend 
more, he argued. 
It is not as if the Defense Department has been 
short-changed in the past. If they receive their $312 
billion in 1987 it will amount to a 73 percent increase 
since 1981, not accounting for inflation. 
It amounts to giving the Defense Department an 
open channel of funds. 
The American people are already up in arms 
over the misspending which is going on in the 
Defense Department. The feeling goes Deyond $748 
pliers and $435 hammers. 
Major weapon systems are often produced by just a few suppliers - as few as one supplier at 
times - and the opportunity for profiteering is 
great. 
Too many weapons contracts are being awarded 
without competitive bidding. This might explain 
the 20 percent annual growth such contractors have 
experienced since 1980. 
Sure, the Soviets have spent a lot of money on 
weapons, but none of our military leaders, when 
asked, said they would swap our forces for theirs. 
To say that the U.S. does not need to maintain a 
strong defense is absurd, but to continue to give the 
Defense Department a blank check is even crazier. 
Give the Pentagon enough to keep up with infla- 
tion, and no more. 
Protecting the innocent? 
by Mike Royko 
The system of dealing with 
young, big-city criminals can be 
screwy. If you don't believe it, 
consider the adventures of a 
precious kid named Vandell. 
By his 15th birthday, Vandell 
had put together an impressive 
police record. Several mug- 
gings, a couple of burglaries, a 
few cases of property damage. 
Even his own mother was 
afraid of him. There were no 
tears from her when Vandell, 
after banging somebody on the 
head for a wallet, became a 
ward of the state. 
The problem was, the state of 
Illinois doesn't do much with 
young mugs like Vandell. 
He hadn't killed anybody, so 
thev couldn't keep turn under 
lock and key. 
No foster parents would take 
him in. Not unless they wanted 
to wake up with Vandell squeez- 
ing their throats. 
So Vandell went into a state 
home - kind of a tax-supported 
flop house for young menaces. 
This meant that Vandell had a 
warm bed, three squares a day, 
and a roof over his head. 
It also meant that he could 
come and go whenever he chose. 
So a few days after Christmas, 
Vandell chose to be hanging 
around an apartment building 
near Chicago s Lake Front. 
He managed to sneak into the 
unguarded lobby and got on the 
elevator with a cheerful boozer 
named Eugene Meyers, who 
was 58 and living on a veteran's 
disability pension. 
Vandell gave him the "I need 
a dollar to get to the airport to 
meet my mama" routine. 
Meyers said he didn't have 
any money on him, but he'd go to 
Loving children, starting war 
not related like the song says 
by Nancy Erikson 
My   angry 
shrieked,   Oh, that song really 
ticks me off!" 
What song is that? 
" 'Russians,' by Sting." 
What's wrong with it? 
"Well, first of all, they're not 
Russians, they're Soviets now. 
And secondly, I'm sure Sting has 
the nerve to insinuate that they 
don't love their children." 
At first, I thought Lora had a 
very good point. Then it oc- 
curred to me that Sting made a 
lot of good points too. 
Sting says, "Khrushchev says 
we will bury you, I don't sub- 
scribe to this point of view." 
I don't subscribe to it either. 
Sting. I do not particulary care 
to be buried. 
Then he sings, "We share the 
same biology, regardless of our 
ideology." 
I was really touched by that. 
Really. I don't think that John 
Lennon, or Gandhi, or even Je- 
sus Christ could have said it any 
better. 
Whether my friend wants to 
believe it or not, the song has a 
lot of wonderful lyrics in it. 
However, I have to agree with 
her about the line, "I hope the 
Russians love their children 
too." 
No matter how much drama 
and feeling that line has in it, 
you have to admit it is kind of a 
"low blow." 
Before I elaborate, yes, I did 
enjoy Rocky IV, Rambo and 
Wnite Nights. And yes, I did 
laugh when I saw the Wendy's 
commercial about the Soviet 
fashion show. I know that what I 
am about to say will be the usual 
"all people are beautiful" 
gibberish. But hear me out. 
I mean, yeah, I hope the Rus- 
sians love their children. I also 
hope that the North Irish, South 
Africans, Libyans and the rest of 
the troublemakers in this world 
love their children as well. I 
would like to believe that we all 
love our children, but every na- 
tion has got its snare of malice 
toward the young. 
Let's look at the United States, 
shall we? 
Ever since I saw the movie 
Adam, I have seen hundreds of 
cases of stolen or missing chil- 
dren on TV. 
Or how about the recent child- 
abuse craze in this country? All 
I heard for weeks was how many 
parents were abusing their chil- 
dren up in Minnesota. Sure it 
turned out to be a hoax, but why 
was the paranoia there in the 
first place? 
And I can't forget the disgust- 
ing scam in California last year. 
You know, the day care center 
that was molesting it's pre- 
schoolers. 
Don't get me wrong. I love this 
country as much as the next 
guy, but don't you think we 
ought to clean up our own act 
before we start pointing our 
fingers at the Soviets? 
And another thing, who can 
really tell whether or not some- 
one loves their children? 
Maybe I am too dense to get it 
right, but Sting seems to be 
saying that as long as the Sovi- 
ets love their children, they stay 
peaceful. I'm sorry Sting, but "I 
don't subscribe to that point of 
view." 
Take Northern Ireland. Sting 
is from the British Isles. He 
should know about the situation 
up there. Does he think that the 
Irish don't love their children 
because they are fighting for 
what they believe? Of course 
not. They do what they do for 
their children. They are dying so 
that their children can five. If 
that's not love, I don't know 
what is. 
God forbid such a thing hap- 
pen, but let's say that the Soviets 
start World War HI. Like the 
Irish, it would be because they 
love their children, not because 
they don't. 
Besides, Sting seemed to for- 
get that it's not the Soviet people 
that want to destroy and con- 
Suer the remaining free world, 
's the Soviet government. I 
can't say for sure, but it is highly 
possible that Gorbachev and the 
rest of his clan could care less 
about the children of the Soviet 
Union, much less anywhere else 
in the world. But that's only a 
small representation of the 
whole country. It doesn't nec- 
essarily reflect the views every- 
one in the Soviet Union. 
So c'mon Sting, lighten up. Of 
course the Russians love their 
children too. It's the dogs and 
cats they can't stand. 
Erikson, a freshman pre-jour- 
nalism major from Burton, is a 
reporter for the News. 
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Ml West Hail 
his flat and get him a buck. 
When they got there, Meyers 
unlocked the door and told van- 
dell to wait. But Vandell. who is 
chunky and strong, pushed his 
way in, punched Meyers, and 
took off with $50. 
Using Meyers' description, 
the cops tracked him to the state 
home and pinched him. 
After a couple of weeks under 
lock and key in Audy Home, 
Vandell went to Juvenile Court 
and pleaded guilty. The judge 
ordered him to stay away from 
Meyers and Meyers' home. 
Then he turned Vandell over to 
the state. 
And the state, of course, sent 
Vandell back to the same state 
home, where he had his bed, 
three squares and freedom to 
come and go. 
A couple of weeks later he 
went back to the same apart- 
ment building. Not being imagi- 
native, he figured that what 
worked once could work twice. 
Meyers wasn't home, but that 
didn't stop Vandell. He was try- 
ing to kick down the door when a janitor saw him and called the 
cops, who grabbed him. 
The next day, there was sup- 
posed to be a juvenile hearing to 
consider keeping Vandell in the 
Audy Home. But the cops who 
arrested him didn't show up. 
The judge said that without their 
testimony he had no choice but 
to send Vandell back to where he 
came from. 
Right. He was back in the 
state home, with his warm bed, 
three squares and the freedom 
to come and go. 
Vandell was becoming a crea- 
ture of habit. So only four days 
later, he got back into the the 
same apartment building at 
about 7 a.m. and knocked on 
Meyers' door. 
That early, Meyers wasn't 
usually thinking too clearly. He 
figured the that janitor was 
knocking. Nobody else ever vis- 
ited him. 
He opened the door and, as 
Meyers said later, was greeted 
by a stiff punch in the teeth from 
Vandell. 
But that was just the start of 
it. Vandell was mad. During the 
first mugging, he had warned 
Meyers that he'd get even if 
Meyers called the police. 
He kept that promise. He drew 
a knife and stabbed Meyers in 
the chest. Then the neck. And 
finally near the eye. He grabbed 
some pension money from a 
drawer and left Meyers bleeding 
on the floor. 
Meyers managed to drag him- 
self out of his room and down to 
the lobby. He was sitting in a 
chair, bleeding, when the build- 
ing manager found him. 
He was alive. The ambulance 
took him to a Veterans' Admin- 
istration hospital and they did 
what they could to patch him up. 
When the police questioned 
him, he told them, yes, it was 
that same persistent kid. 
Three days later, Vandell re- 
turned to the state home and the 
police were tipped off. He told 
the cops that he had gone out of 
town to visit a friend and gosh, 
he didn't know anything about 
the stabbing. 
This time, though, he was held 
in the Audy Home on a variety of 
serious charges - attempted 
murder, home invasion, robbery 
and so on. 
But they locked the door on 
Vandell just a little too late. 
Meyers spent 19 days in the VA 
hospital, clinging to life. 
He didn't cling hard enough. 
"He was a nice guy," one of 
his neighbors said. "He drank a 
lot, but he was always happy." 
Now, the prosecutors are con- 
sidering trying Vandell as an 
adult on a charge of murder. 
That means he can be locked up 
in prison for a long time. 
Well still be paying for his 
room and board, but at least 
he'll have to stay out of other 
people's hallways. 
I guess that's some progress, 
although the late Mr. Meyers 
might not agree. 
Royko is a columnist for the 
Chicago Tribune. 
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Letters 
WBGCl responds 
In response to the letter 
printed in last Tuesday's BG 
News, the management of 
WBGU-FM would like to make 
the following reply: 
What David Thoreen referred 
to as a public service announce- 
ment encouraging listeners to 
"stop using sex as a weapon" 
was in fact a station I.D. using 
the catch phrase from a popular 
song in jest in order to poke fun 
at top 40 music. This phrase 
must be seen in context. The 
following song, "Slip It In," re- 
flects the opinions of the artists 
who recorded it, not the staff of 
WBGU-FM. It is the long-stand- 
ing policy of this radio station to 
serve as a medium through 
which new and diverse types of 
music can be experienced It is 
never our intent to offend any- 
one or incite them to violence, 
but to censor ourselves on the 
basis of one interpretation would 
defeat the ideals of public broad- 
casting. 
We offer our apologies if any- 
one feels that they nave been 
misled by our programming. 
Feel free to contact us if you 
have any further questions or 
comments. 
One other item: Thank you for 
listening. 
W. Glenn Burris 
Student General Manager 
WBGU-FM 
STU 
Wrong name choice 
In response to Phillip B. Wil- 
son's article "Give Ice Arena 
Real Name," we agree with the 
idea of renaming the Ice Arena, 
but we don't agree with Hamil- 
ton-York as the name. 
First of all, Scott Hamilton 
didn't even attend BGSU. Ad- 
mittedly, he is a fine figure 
skater, but we feel the arena 
should be named after someone 
affiliated with the University. 
Secondly, Scott Hamilton isn't 
the only person from Bowling 
Green to gain recognition in the 
Olympics. Former ice hockey 
players Bob Dobek, Dave Ross, 
Mark Wells and Ken Morrow 
have also participated in the 
Olympic Games. BGSU has also 
honed the talents of such NHL 
players as Gino Cavallini, Dave 
Ellett, Garry Galley, Mike Liut, 
Brian MacLellan, George Mc- 
Phee, Ken Morrow and Ted Sa- 
tor. 
Granted Jerry York is a good 
coach and has fed his team to a 
national championship, but we 
think naming the Ice Arena af- 
ter him would be more noble if it 
is done following his career as 
coach at BGSU. Therefore, be- 
fore a name is given to the Ice 
Arena, we feel more consider- 
ation should be given to others 
who have also proved their skills 
at BGSU. 
Judi Lindsley 
Wendy Gaul 
202 Rogers 
Honest people 
Cindy exclaimed, "I can't find 
myl.D.!" 
"Are you sure? Maybe you 
just misplaced it," replied 
Patty. 
"I know I put it in my purse. 
What am I going to do? I need it 
for everything. 
"Don't worry about it. Some- 
one will call if they find it." 
"I'm not too sure about that. 
Some people on campus aren't 
very honest." 
Has this ever happened to 
you? There are many people in 
our society who are not honest; 
however, we believe that people 
today have changed for the bet- 
ter. In the incident above, Cin- 
dy's I.D. was returned within an 
hour. This shows that there are 
many honest people around, es- 
pecially on a college campus. 
Sometimes when people find a 
valuable item they are tempted 
to keep it for themselves. These 
people do not realize what it is 
like to be the person who has lost 
the valuable item. By placing 
oneself in the other person's 
shoes one can be influenced to 
make the right decision. 
Hopefully next time, when you 
find a valuable item you will 
take into consideration the other 
person's anxiety. To that indi- 
vidual who found Cindy's I.D., 
we'd like to say thank you for 
making a friend's day. 
Kerry Bostelman 
237Compton 
Laura Levine 
323 Mac East 
by Walt Emerine 
THe DCSKS ARC ARMH&ez    tu   A 
CIKCCS SO THAT 
</ou CAN citmQoe 
eAcH omers MM. 
$24. 
OJEAZ    HAVING 
A seAuce 
I Feet, % fweseuai 
... /ra... ITS... 
SObbY   HOLC/I. 
STOP   FOOUU& 
AtOOUb.STO. 
you Miu*r 
LEAAH SONET*** 
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Comedian, activist speaks 
by Shelly Trusty 
staff reporter 
BG News/Peter Fellman 
Dick Gregory spoke Friday on subjects ranging from the Tylenol 
deaths to the explosion of the space shuttle, emphasizing the point that 
people could make a difference in the world if they would only try. 
The ability to change our 
world lies in the power of infor- 
mation, said human activist and 
author Dick Gregory. 
Gregory spoke to a crowd of 
more than 400 Friday night 
about the importance of paying 
attention to the world and taking 
steps to change it. 
Gregory, who was one of the 
top comics of the 1960s before 
becoming a human rights activ- 
ist and author, liberally spiced 
his commentary with jokes and 
anecdotes. 
He compared the importance 
we place on our material objects 
with the importance we place on 
our lives. 
"People don't wear their seat- 
belts even though they know 
they could be killed, but if they 
found out they could get three 
more miles to the gallon for 
wearing a seatbelt they'd do it," 
he said. 
Gregory said our corrupt so- 
cial system has taught us to 
undervalue life. 
"They have filled you with so 
much hate and so much junk 
that you don't care about your- 
self anymore," he said. 
He said the recent Tylenol 
poisoning is an example of this 
system. 
"Doesn't it bother you people 
that Tylenol spent $100 million to 
get you to buy their product 
after the last incident, but they 
only offered $100,000 to catch the 
killer?" Gregory said. 
HE SAID we blame things 
such as the Tylenol killings on 
"They   have   filled 
you with  so  much 
hate . . . you don't 
care about yourself 
anymore." 
 — Dick Gregory 
"some nut," and we blame the 
problems in the third world on 
communists," but the commu- 
nists and the nuts are not our 
problems, we are. 
"We created that monster 
Marcos the same way we cre- 
ated that monster in Haiti. It 
was us," Gregory said. 
He said there are some things 
going on in our country that 
must be questioned. "How many 
of you remember seeing fire go 
up the side of the shuttle and 
then having the media tell us 
that the space shuttle explosion 
may never be explained? It 
probably would not have been 
investigated at all if it weren't 
for a private foundation that had 
filmed the take-off," he said. 
Gregory also said the goven- 
ment tells the people they are 
working to stop the drug prob- 
lem but they are not. 
"We are told we can't stop 
these drug dealers because they 
come in after dark in low-flying 
6lanes. Does this mean that the 
ussians could drop off a bunch 
of KGB agents if they just came 
in after dark in low-flying 
planes? 
"There are satellites up there 
that can tell me if I get fungus on 
a cucumber in my gardem. 
Those same satellites can see 
where and when marijuana and 
poppy plants are put into the soil 
and when they are harvested. 
The government knows how to 
stop it, but they don't want to," 
Gregory said. 
He said if the government can 
keep us drugged up and hating 
ourselves we won t ask ques- 
tions and we won't work to 
change things. 
"You say I am free and I am 
an American, but way back in 
your mind you know who you 
can mess with and who you 
can't," he said. 
He said we must work to 
change things in the world and 
make a difference. "Informa- 
tion is power. When you can 
understand the craziness in the 
world you can make a differ- 
ence." 
Contras 
D Continued from page 1. 
He said the rebel Contras 
need more than humanitarian 
aid to confront the helicopters 
and tanks now in the Sandi- 
nista arsenal. 
Because of congressional 
opposition, the United States 
has not provided any military 
assistance to the Contras 
since the spring of 1964. 
In his speech to the war 
veterans, Shultz said the al- 
ternative to democratic rule 
in Nicaragua is a Latin Amer- 
ica comprised of "two, three, 
many Nicaraguas -a hemi- 
sphere of burning churches, 
suppressed newspapers and 
crushed opposition. 
Later, Elliott Abrams, as- 
sistant secretary of state for 
Inter-American Affairs, pre- 
dicted that if the Contras re- 
ceive full funding from the 
Congress, the administration 
will nave achieved its objec- 
tives in Nicaragua in about 
three years. 
He said there are 6,000 Con- 
tras fighting in Nicaragua, 
down2,000 from a few months 
ago. 
He attributed the reduction 
to supply problems and the 
supenor firepower of the 
Sandinista Army. 
Mr. Bo Jangles 
Mid-Week Specials 
FREE Pool 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 
All Drinks $1.00 
Pitchers $2.50 
893 S. MAIN (Across from Food Town) 
■expires 310 8611 
Haircut 
I Hours 
| closed on Mondays 
■ T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30 
■ Fri. - 9:30 • 7:00 
I 
I 
I 
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00 
Does 
not 
include 
shampoo 
THE HAIR REPAIR 
"Where quality comes first" 
NEW LOCATION!  118 S. Enterprise 
2 houses south of Taco Bell 
Lois      Leah     Suzie 352-2566 
Reg. $10 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
WEEKDAY SPECIAL 
Any medium 13" One Item Pizza For 
SR25 5 plus one free 16 oz. btl. of Pepsi with this coupon. A $6.50 value. Ask for when ordering. 
Good  rrion-Thurs ONLY 
Open 4 P.m. 
fcrJ FREE DELIVERY 
One Coupon Per Order 
Bowling G.eer, Ohio 43402 EXPIRES: 3/21/86 
352-5166 Voted Best Pliza In B.C. 
Extra items 
175 eoch 
Chicago Style extra 
J piTTO'   ?°3 N ma,r's' 
372-2343 
3rd floor. Union 
UPCOMING UAO EVENTS 
Have you signed up for your Spring Break trip yet? Well, don't get lost in the crowd this year! 
Sign up and hike the Appalachian Trail. The cost is only $125. There are still a few spots 
open. Sign up today in the UAO Office, 3rd floor, Union. $50 non-refundable deposit must 
accompany sign-up. Trip includes equipment, food (except lunches), transportation, T-shirt, 
and a manadatory pre-hike March 8 and 9. Sign up while you still have a chance to go on a 
Spring Break trip that you'll never forget!!!! 
How would you like to see your pictures In the 1986-87 Oay-by-Oay? Turn in your entry now 
through March 17. For more information call the UAO Office at 372-2343. 
UAO looking for a new logo. Can you help? Entries must be made on a sheet of 8'/t by 11 
paper. They must be in black and white. All entries are due by 5 p.m. March 21. Guidelines and 
other information available in the UAO Office, 3rd floor, Union, or call the office at 372-2343. 
Get prepared for Spring Break at the UAO Spring Break Sale from March 10-14, or while 
supplies last, in the Union Foyer from 10 a.m.-S p.m. WE'VE GOT WHAT YOU NEED FOR 
YOUR SPRING FUNG! 
Spring Break kick-off mixer with High Society and opening act, The Excitors, Thursday, 
March 13, 8-11:30 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom. After this, you'll be psyched for Spring Break. 
WEAR YOUR BEACH CLOTHES. Tickets are $1.60. 
See "La Cage Aux Folles" with UAO on April 10 at the Masonic Auditorium in Toledo. Cost is 
$26 with transportation, $24 without. Bus will leave the Union Oval at 6:45 p.m. for the 8 p.m. 
show. Tickets on sale in the UAO Office, 3rd floor, Union. Get yours while they last! 
i days left until Spring Break. Don't miss your final chance!. Sign up 
for either trip today! Daytona Beach It only $215 and South Padre 
is $249. A $25 room deposit must accompany your payment. This 
deposit will be returned during the first week back after break. 
Bask in the sun for a week with UAO. Sign up today!! 
TV CAMPUS FILMS if 
THURSDAY 
March 6 
Gentlemen 
Prefer 
Blondes 
8 p.m. 
Gish Theater 
FREE! 
FRI/SAT/MIDNIGHT 
March 7, 8 
MONDAY 
March 10 
Real 
eenius 
7, 9 p.m. 
121 West Hail 
$1.50 with BGSU ID 
BACK TO 
THE FUTURE 
7:30,9:45 p.m., midnight 
210 MCS 
$1.50 with BGSU ID 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIP 
Deadline: Tuesday, March 18, 1986 
Office of the Vice President for University 
Relations 
The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was 
established in 1973 in recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished 
service in the broadcasting industry and as a member of Congress and as a 
trustee of Bowling Green State University. 
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to 
pursue careers in public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, 
journalism, political or governmental service, public health, community service, 
law or some other public affairs field). A rising senior is a student with a 
minimum G.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semester of his/her 
senior year, and who will graduate no sooner than May 1987. Each fellow will 
receive $1500. Fellows will be selected by a committee composed of BGSU 
faculty and the vice president for University Relations. The selection of fellows 
will be based on an initial screening process and further review which may 
include personal interviews. 
The application form and all support materials, including letters of recommenda- 
tion, must be submitted to the Office of the Vice President for University 
Relations, Mileti Alumni Center by 4:30 p.m., Tuesday, March 18, 1986. 
Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement of the awards 
which will be presented at a luncheon on Tuesday, April 22, 1986. 
Applications available in the Office of the Vice President for University 
Relations, Mileti Alumni Center; School of Journalism, West Hall; and the 
Department of Political Science, Williams Hall. 
WeOBOeCOOOBBOOBODI 
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Computers changing banking 
by Ron Coulter 
staff reporter 
The formation of automatic 
teller banking networks has 
made it possible for students to 
deposit money to their home 
bank hundreds of miles away, 
and the popularity of these ma- 
chines among students and indi- 
viduals with similar lifestyles 
may serve to boost a revolution 
in the banking industry. 
As society grows accustomed 
to computers, electronic bank- 
ing is becoming increasingly 
popular, said Paul Windisch, 
senior vice president of Hunting- 
ton Bank in Bowling Green. 
The Automated Teller Ma- 
chine is the most popular form 
of electronic banking and is cre- 
ating major changes in the 
banking industry, he said. 
ATM s are especially popular 
among young people because of 
the convenience they offer for 
persons with hectic schedules, 
tie said. 
"More than half of the trans- 
actions at the (Huntington) Uni- 
versity branch are done through 
the ATM outside the bank," he 
said. 
Windisch said he believes 
ATMs are popular with students 
because they are available 24 
hours and the computer can 
conduct transactions faster than 
a human teller. He also said 
young people are more accus- 
tomed to computers and have 
more trust in ATMs. 
HUNTINGTON CUSTOMERS 
now have greater flexibility be- 
cause Huntington has joined the 
Money Station Network, he said. 
As part of the Money Station, 
Huntington customers can use 
their Handy-Bank Plus cards for 
transactions at Money Station 
ATMs such as the Jeanie ma- 
chine in the University Union, 
Windisch said. 
Huntington customers can 
make transactions in any of the 
1,200 Money Station ATMs in 
Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky 
and Indiana, Windisch said. 
Students no longer have to 
have a local account to deposit 
or withdraw money, but can now 
do all their banking to their 
home town office from an ATM 
in Bowling Green. 
Darlene Greene, assistant 
vice president in charge of bank 
card operations at State Home 
Savings, 300 S. Main, said State 
Home Savings is also a member 
of the Money Station Network. 
Greene said the customer 
base at State Home increased 
after joining the Money Station, 
and she attributes the increase 
to the popularity of ATMs. 
Final Closeouts 
Winter merchandise 
NOW 
ALL ONE PRICE 
Skirts 
Pants 
Blouses 
Sweaters 
:* 
All Sales Final      No Exchange 
Dresses — Suits 
Extra 25% Off 
(already 1/2 price or less) 
3L PoUr Puff 
525 Rut,. St. 
Banking through ATMs is a help 
to people who work and have a 
hard time getting to the bank 
during normal business hours, 
she said. 
Greene said that although dif- 
ferent banks are linked by the 
Money Station Network, cus- 
tomers can only transact 
through the ATM and not 
through a bank office other than 
their own. 
"If a person from another 
bank uses the ATM outside our 
office and has a problem." 
Greene said, "we can't actually 
give that person any money, but 
we can call his bank to find out 
what the problem is." 
SHE SAID the network has 
promoted cooperation among 
the banks. 
"We're competitors, but our 
goal is to serve our customers, 
and we can't do that unless we 
work together," she said. 
Windisch said the service is an 
added convenience to students 
as well as parents. 
"There are Money Station out- 
lets in major areas like Cincin- 
nati, Cleveland and Columbus. 
Since many students come from 
those areas, their parents can 
deposit money in their home 
town ATMs and make it avail- 
able to the students up here," 
Windisch said. 
One day ATM networks will be 
linked nationwide, which would 
eliminate the need to carry 
large amounts of cash while 
traveling, Windisch said. 
Greene said that cost is the 
reason for the delay in creating 
nationwide ATM networks. 
"Right now we (State Home 
Savings) can not Justify the cost 
of belonging to a nationwide 
bank network," Greene said. 
"In the future, when banks can 
be sure that people will take 
advantage of the service, it will 
be cost-effective for banks." 
But banks will continue to use 
ATMs because of their cost ben- 
efit to the bank industry, Wind- 
isch said. 
"For ordinary transactions, 
ATMs are cheaper to the bank 
than employees are. In re- 
sponse, banks are expanding 
their services and training their 
employees in services rather 
than routine transactions," 
Windisch said. 
Windisch and Greene agreed 
that, while they will continue to 
grow in popularity, ATMs will 
never replace the need for peo- 
ple in banking. 
"Since State Home Joined the 
Money Station, we've added peo- 
ple to the staff," Greene said. 
Make your date party 
a night to remember! 
UNIQUE 
DATE PARTY 
DECORATIONS 
large creative, variety available 
ftalloonman 352-6061 anytime 
The Honors Student Association 
is proud to announce the winners 
of the 4th Annual Tuition Raffle 
Kathleen English - $792 
Julie Tobin - $50 
Andrea Anderson — $50 
Patricia Harrelson — $50 
Thanks for your contributions: 
Trade Winds, Sundance, Rocky 
Rococo's, Rax, Pisanello's, Finder's 
and the Yum Yum Tree. 
Also, special thanks to all who 
supported the raffle and the 
Honors students who partici- 
pated in this successful pro- 
ject! 
Club boasts 
old minutes 
by Mike Amburgey 
staff reporter 
Bowling Green Town and 
Gown Club has the oldest 
record of recorded meeting 
minutes in northwestern 
Ohio. 
Club historian Sam Cooper 
former University health and 
physical education professor, 
said the group dates back to 
1920. And66 years later the 
group's purpose is the same. 
The Club brings 12 towns- 
men and 12 academically in- 
volved University men 
together the second Monday 
evening in October through 
May to discuss the "vital is- 
sues of the day," he said. The 
Ctup's meeting schedule is 
conjunction with the regu- 
lar academic calendar. 
"Since Universities began, 
there has been a polarization 
between University and 
town," Cooper said. "Land- 
lords and students, bars and 
students, police and students 
are just a few of these. The 
club was founded to bring the 
two groups together." 
The Club follows a set for- 
mat for its meetings, said 
President Hayden Crabtree, 
a former insurance claims 
adjuster and town member. 
Crabtree said at each meet- 
ing members review a paper 
presented by either a Town or 
Gown member. The presenta- 
tion usually lasts 30 minutes, 
he said. After the paper pre- 
sentation, an opposite side 
member reviews ft for five or 
ten minutes. 
"Then the President opens 
the discussion to other group 
members," Crabtree sald."lt 
can be a very serious dis- 
cussioi., or sometimes it can 
be humorous." 
Town and Gown Club meet- 
ings are held in member's 
homes on a rotating basis, 
Crabtree said. 
AFTER THE discussion, 
members adjourn for a late 
dessert and tea or coffee, 
where more serious and g^ood- 
natured discussions persist. 
"The paper usually con- 
cerns itself with something of 
controversy," Cooper said. 
"It should lend itself to dis- 
cussion or differences of opin- 
ion. 
We've had papers on every- 
thing from sex to gardening." 
Cooper said topics like 
abortion, Vietnam, or broad 
bsues apart from the Univer- 
sity or the city are also areas 
of discussion. 
The 72-year-old Cooper is 
the second oldest member of 
the group, Joining the club in 
1949. 
Crabtree said membership 
in the Gub is by invitation 
only, and members leave the 
club only by moving away 
from the area, or by death. 
"We've had a few leave by 
moving away, but that has 
been the only way (recent) 
members have left," he said. 
And women are not totally 
excluded from the group's 
activities, he said. 
j        %w* j 
I Urge 1 Item Pizza J 
■        $5.00        | 
I   352-3551 352-3551 
!■■■■■■■■■■ 
j   The Michael R. Ferrari Award    | 
I I j      NOMINATIONS ARE NOW OPEN j 
i for the presentation of i 
The 1986 Michael R. Ferrari Award 
I     Faculty, students and staff may submit nomi-     I 
|     nations for this award. Nomination forms and      | 
explanation  of criteria  are available  in  the 
following locations: 
University Union Lobby 
University Bookstore 
| Administrative Staff Personnel Services | 
911 Administration Building i 
All nominations are due by March 21,1986 
» SPOTLIGHT 
• ENTERTAINMENT 
•l)that committee in charge 
• of smaller scale talents such 
• as   that   of   local   talent, 
• smaller  concerts,   and   so 
• forth. 
• 2)such successful events in- 
• elude  Monday  Musicians, 
• windham Hill, and the in- 
famous Crucial DBC. 
• 3)1 hat committee headed by 
•the "enchanting"  J.   Ed- 
• ward Link and his band of 
• spotlighters: 
•Sally Kraine 
•Joe Sligk 
• I.ori Roberts 
• Julie Weitm.n 
• Patti BeUtz 
• Betsy Stuart 
• Audra Wilson 
• John Spencer Gunn 
• Leigh Davis 
#Mkhelle Peters 
• Kelly Bardinc 
• Thanks for alt of your help. 
• Keep up the good work! 
WINE SHOP 
Still the Best Kept Ice Cream 
Secret in Bowling Green 
Gelato 
Stop in today for your free taste 
HOT CHOCOLATE, 
HOT COFFEE, 
HOT TEA AVAILABLE 
Special: Bring this coupon in 
Gelato     j and buy 1 Gelato or fruit ice 
75c a cup   i and your friend gets one free 
l_. 
Now Available: pints and quarts and gelato cookies 
Check our Italian pizzelles with creamy gelato packed inside. 
Resolve to Break Your Diet at The Aspen Wine Shop 
♦ Creamy Chocolate *()reo * Raspberry * Orange * Peach *»nd many more 
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Summer job hunt 
heats up campus 
by Susan McDonald 
staff reporter 
Although the temperature 
is still below freezing and the 
snow has not melted, many 
University students are 
looking for summer jobs. 
And the University Finan- 
cial Aid and Student Employ- 
ment office is helping in the 
search. 
Through the Annual Camp 
Day/Summer Job Fair spon- 
sored by the office, students 
will be able to meet and talk 
with representatives from 
about 60 summer camps. In 
addition, off-and on-campus 
employers will be talking 
with students about summer 
Jobs during the job fair today 
from 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of 
the University Union. 
Camp Day has been an 
event tor the past four years 
but this is the first year for 
the combined job fair said 
Fran Weiss, employment spe- 
cialist of Financial Aid and 
Student Employment. 
"We want to help students 
find summer jobs. This is our 
way of trying to help them," 
she said. 
STUDENTS WILL be able 
to talk to and receive applica- 
tions from several types of 
including religious, 
non-profit, physical 
ability and social agency 
camps. They will be rep- 
resenting camps in Ohio. New 
Jersey, New York, Wiscon- 
sin, Michigan and Kentucky. 
Representatives from Ce- 
dar Point, Put-in-Bay island 
resort and Susie's Casuals 
will be also participating. On- 
campus employers include 
the Jerome Library, the Uni- 
versity Union and University 
Food Operations. 
The University Co-op office 
will also respresent 20 compa- 
nies. 
"There's hundreds of jobs 
open. They like the type of 
student from Bowling 
Green," Weiss said. 
Colleges may get student reps 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
The University is an exception 
because it has two student rep- 
resentatives sitting with the 
board of trustees. But, if House- 
bill 257 becomes legislation, that 
will be the rule for all Ohio 
colleges and universities. 
"BG is the envy of all the other 
schools across Ohio." said Mi- 
chael Stinziano, D-Columbus, a 
democrat who proposed the bill. 
Michael McGreevey, presi- 
dent of Undergraduate Student 
Government, said, "It won't 
change anything at BG, but it 
will give students across Ohio 
the same communication priv- 
ilege." 
The housebill stipulates that 
every university and college in 
the state be required to have two 
non-voting student board mem- 
bers. The Dill is designed to open 
lines of communication between 
students and administrators, 
McGreevey said. 
Phil Mason, secretary of the 
Board of Trustees and Exec- 
utive assistant to University 
President Paul Olscamp said 
student representatives keep ad- 
minstration in touch with stu- 
dent concerns. 
"Student input is a positive 
ingredient in trie discussions and 
decisions at the trustee and ad- 
ministrative level," he said. 
However, Mason also said he is 
not in favor of state-regulated 
placement of students on the 
board 
USG unanimously passed a 
resolution supporting the bill 
and encouraging other universi- 
ties to join in support in a meet- 
ing three weeks ago. 
Stinziano proposed House Bill 
257 three years ago. Bills calling 
for student trustee members 
have been proposed for the past 
14 years, he said. 
' This version has made slow 
but steady progress," Stinziano 
said. 
Such legislation has failed in 
the past because the Inter-Uni- 
versity Presidents Council, the 
bill's main opponent, managed 
to tie up every form of the bill, 
Stinziano said. 
"The IUPC has the bill tied up 
in the senate education commit- 
tee right now," Stinziano said. 
The bul passed in the House 79- 
13 in January. 
Stinziano added he appreciates 
the support USG has given the 
bill through the years. 
McGreevey said USG sup- 
ports the bill because they are 
pleased with the degree of com- 
munication at the University 
would like to see it become eon- 
sistant statewide. 
The bill requests that five stu- 
dent candidates be submitted to 
the governor, who would then 
appoint two as board members. 
CURRENTLY, the USG presi- 
dent and the president of the 
Graduate Student Senate, Dave 
Anderson, represent the student 
body at board meetings. 
Mason said that if student 
leaders were not chosen, the 
question of taking away from 
the strength of student govern- 
ment bodies would be a consid- 
eration. 
"There is no guarantee that 
the governor would elect the 
presidents of GSS and USG. who 
truly represent students, he 
said. 
Mason said he was also con- 
cerned that student board mem- 
bers could create a precedent 
for having special interest 
groups   represented   on   the 
"Discussions at the trustee 
level would be affected by spe- 
cial interests and the ultimate 
decisions would reflect those 
interests in.' :ad of the Univer- 
sity as a whole," he said. 
Education is already one of 
the most highly regulated serv- 
ice agencies of the state and 
Mason said he was concerned 
about further government inter- 
ference. 
"It's near impossible to try to 
anticipate government deci- 
sions, out my best guess is that I 
don't think it \ ~ 
said. 
; will pass," Mason 
Blotter 
A member of Phi Kappa Psi 
fraternity reported his radio 
was stolen from the Delta 
Gamma beer blast at the North- 
east Commons Friday night. He 
reported that he placed the ra- 
dio, valued at $179, beside the 
stage while other sound equip- 
ment was brought in. No one 
Dateline  
reported witnessing the theft. 
Stuart Williams of Zanesville, 
Ohio, was arrested at about 8:30 
p.m. Friday for leaving the 
scene of an accident. Williams 
allegedly left the scene after 
backing into the car of Bruce 
Howell, of Columbus. 
Tuesday, March 4 
ELECTIONS HELD-Elec- 
tion Night for the 1986-87 Women 
in Communications, Inc. for ex- 
ecutive officers will be held on 
Mar. 5 at 7 p.m. in the 11th floor 
conference room of Offenhauer 
West. Members are urged to 
attend. 
Datetinej a daily service of the 
News, lists dates and times of 
campus events. Submissions by 
all organizations are welcome 
and must be mailed to the News, 
care ofDatline Editor, one week 
prior to the event. All submis- 
sions must be typed and double 
spaced. 
CHARLESTOWN 
=APARTMENTS= 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—summer 
1986 and 1986-87 school year: 
2 bedroom, unfurnished, gas heat 
& water included, air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
AAeadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
Unfurnished efficiency 
$200.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
One bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
All utilities paid 
One bdrm. unfurnished 
$250.00 
All utilities paid 
Two bedroom furnished 
$270.00 
plus gos & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas 8 electric 
All residents have the priviledge of using The 
Cherrywood Health Spa located at 8" and High St. 
352-1195     214 Napoleon Rd. 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
Corner of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's) 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! CLOSE TO REC CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES, 
INTRAMURAL FIELDS. FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST FOODS, AND ICE ARENA 
'Gas heat, hot water and cooking 
included. Tenant pays electric only 
(small monthly electric bill) 
'Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished 
'
Kast dependable, 24 hr maintenance 
'In house laundry centers 
'Plenty of storage area 
'Now accepting applications for 
summer and next fall 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough    Phone 352-0164 
(Behind Wendy's) 
Office Hrs. 
9-5    Mon-Fri 
10-2    Sat 
The Shape Of 
Things To Come 
Undergraduate Student Government 
ACTION/REACTION 
PROGRAM 
A 
C 
T 
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R 
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C 
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O 
N 
This is your opportunity to speak out on campus 
issues! USG needs your input to make the changes 
necessary for the betterment of the University's stu- 
dents' welfare. Let us know what you're thinking. 
PLEASE WRITE YOUR SUGGESTION, COMPLAINT, OR OPINION BELOW: 
NAME:  
ADDRESS:. 
PHONE: _ 
Send to: 
ACTION/REACTION 
A 
C 
T 
I 
O 
N 
/ 
R 
E 
A 
C 
T 
I 
O 
N 
405 Student Services 
USG IS THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT THAT BEGINS WITH YOU! 
A 
square 
pizza slice. 
Not the 
usual shape 
for pizza slices... 
but then Rocky 
Rococo Pan Style Pizza 
is not your usual pizza. It's 
a generous '/i lb. single serving, 
conveniently boxed to slay hoi and 
fresh. Ready 
almost instantly to 
eat-in or carry out. 
Some Rocky Rococo res- 
taurants even offer drive-thru 
service. And all our slices are 
specially prepared with extra care, 
made by hand with heart. TVy Rocky 
Rococo Pan Style Pizza slices. They're the 
shape of things to come... and go! 
And Go. 
Rocky J£ Rococo 
ANY PAN STYLE SLICE 
of your choice only 
99* ALL DAY TUESDAY 
Now Serving Beer and Wine Happy Hours 5-9 Monday, Thursday & Friday 
CHECK OUT OUR SELECTION OF IMPORTS! 
Valid only at: 176 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, Ohio 352-4600 
, t 1985 RotkyRmoto Com 
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Teams hit target with dart skills 
by Amanda Stein 
reporter 
The Red Army or Jack and the Shafts may sound like names of 
heavy-metal rock groups, but actually they are some of the teams 
who compete in a Bowling Green dart league. 
The league, which consists of eight teams of four plavers apiece, 
was formed in 1984. Matches are Tuesday nights at Milton's, 104 S. 
Main. 
Mike Purcell, owner of Purcell's Bike Shop, 131 W. Wooster, said 
he started the league because he knew many people in Bowling 
Green who liked to play darts. 
"There are a lot of people who have dart boards in their rooms and 
they go crazy about the game. They think they're the greatest. I 
thought a league would be a great way for these people to get 
together, play darts, drink beer and brag about it," he said. 
Purcell said the game of darts has it's roots in England and 
Ireland. 
"It's very big over there. They show matches on television and 
there are boards in every bar. They also travel from bar to bar for 
competitions, which is something we don't do," he said. 
THE BEST teams that compete in the Bowling Green league are 
usually roommates, because uiey have more of a chance to get 
together and practice, Purcell said. 
"1 just picked friends, most of the teams usually do. The problem 
Ls that my friends can't play darts," he said. 
Blacks and Co., one of the league teams, has won the league for the 
last two years and they are in the lead this year, Purcell said. He 
added that it looks like they are going to run off with the title again. 
Purcell obtained rules for league play from the American Dart 
Organization and he put together the format the local teams use. 
The darts are thrown from seven feet, nine and one-quarter 
inches and each player uses darts he is comfortable with. Most darts 
are made out of tungsten, a dense metal that will give you feel for the 
dart. They can cost anywhere from four to 160 dollars," he said. 
"The more expensive ones are about 97 percent tungsten and have 
retractable, or hammer, heads. The advantage of these heads is that 
when they hit the wire, instead of popping out, the point retracts and 
the dart turns and sticks into the board. ' 
RODNEY FLEMING, sophomore psychology major who joined 
the league this year, said the weight of the dart is very important. 
"The heavier dart is easier to control. If your throwing is off, it's 
best to go to a heavier dart. But never go from a heavier to a lighter, 
it will really mess your throwing up," he said. 
Shaun Boyd, sophomore psychology major and another newcomer 
to the dart league, throws a 20 gram dart, which is considered light. 
"I throw a little dart, and since it is light, I can fit it in small 
•paces. It's easy to put it anywhere on the board," he said. 
Boyd said he got his start playing in public. 
I played in bars, bought a board and found out I was halfway 
good," he said. 
Fleming and Boyd, along with two other friends, Dennis 
Brockman, sophomore radio-television film major and Dennis 
Grosel, sophomore history major, make up the Red Army team. 
Fleming said they picked the name just to scare people. 
"It's the name of a Russian hockey team. I think, I hope, it 
intimidates other teams," he said. 
Boyd plays darts because in the winter there is not anything else 
he enjoys doing, he said. 
"Darts is basically a winter sport. In the summer I race my bike 
and skateboard, there are plenty of other things to do. But the winter 
gets monotonous, playing darts adds a little excitement to it," he 
said. Dennis Grossel, sophomore history major,  pulls his darts from the 
board.  
Rodney Fleming, sophomore psychology major, fires a dart while his 
Red Army teammates Shaun Boyd, sophomore psychology major, and 
BG News/ Joe Phelan 
Dennis Brockman, sophomore history major, look on. 
VISIT US ON THE 
BGSU CAMP DAY; 
CAMP NUHOP- "THE 
WARM FUZZY CAMP" 
For duldrfn with learning disabilities 
and behavior inabilities 
Include the foDownj programs: 
IfattDMioraalCap 
FirjfeTMffrif 
WMmCaw 
AfrkuauQMi (j»p 
OmCm QmOm 
mem, 
BrtMdCan 
Camp Nuhop outers its activities 
around developing a posraw serf-con- 
cept to enable all ID BD children 
become all they can be. 
Ashland. OH; (419)289-2227 
THE
 TANNING 
CENTER 
at Hair Unlimited 
143 W. Wooiter 
333-3281 
SUNBED 10 VISITS t23 
WOLFF SYSTEM      UVA 
TANNING BOOTHS 
UVA - UVB 
20 VISITS $35 
10 VISITS $20 
air conditioned 
downtown 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
Apartments Available for 
Summer and Fall 
321 E. Marry (naar the Towers) 
2 BR—Furnished 
720 Second St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
707 & 711 Third St. 
1 BR—Unfurnished 
Furnished 
713 A 719 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
723 & 727 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
Unfurnished 
831 Seventh St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
340-830 Sixth St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
2 Baths 
Forest Apt*.—S. College and Napoleon 
2 BR—Furnished 
449 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
433 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
John Newlove Real Estate 
For more details, call 
354-2260 or 352-6553 
A Great Personal Computer 
is Now Even Better... 
More Affordable! 
The Macintosh™ 512 - the most affordable 
system in the popular Macintosh family. 
Add Apple's New 800K External Disk 
Drive to your Macintosh 512K to double 
your data storage! 
rfi 
More Powerful! 
Introducing Macintosh™ Plus, the faster, more 
powerful personal computer from Apple. 
Macintosh Plus offers several new features to 
provide the kind of performance advanced users 
demand. 
Features include a new keyboard with built-in 
numeric keypad, increased system speed, and 
standard one megabyte of memory. With the new 
Apple* Hard Disk 20 you can store up to 20 
megabytes of information and retrieve it up to 
three times faster. Perfect for large documents and 
massive databases! 
Please contact UCS Micro Computer Labs or Don at 2-7724 for more information. 
•IMS Appk OB**. IK. Apt* ■< Ik Ap* km •" npMn-l imk—ta of Appk CcmW^K■H^*^*•<rt~*dm•^rtUbomm.lK.udl,UHm*m*U^*m 
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Panel: Drug trafficking 
national emergency 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Drug 
trafficking is organized crime's 
most lucrative enterprise and 
constitutes a national emer- 
gency that should be met with 
workplace drug testing and ag- 
gressive intervention by the U.S. 
military, a presidential panel 
concluded yesterday. 
In a report to President Rea- 
gan, the Commission on Orga- 
nized Crime said law 
enforcement agencies can do 
little more than hold the line 
against illicit narcotics traffic 
Eenerating an estimated $110 
illion a year. 
The solution is to bolster po- 
lice interception of narcotics 
with anti-drug programs aimed 
at reducing the demand for il- 
licit substances, the report said. 
It added that the U.S. drug 
problem has become a threat to 
national security and justifies 
drastic measures such as drug 
testing in the workplace. 
"No attempt to eliminate or- 
ganized crime from this country 
can possibly be complete with- 
out a concerted nationwide cam- 
paign to reduce the demand for 
narcotics in the United States," 
the commission's chairman, 2nd 
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 
Judge Irving Kaufman, said in a 
statement as the report was 
submitted to the president. 
KAUFMAN SAID counseling, 
education and other efforts are 
necessary. 
Calling drug trafficking and 
abuse "the most serious orga- 
nized crime problems in Amer- 
ica today," the report says the 
president should direct all fed- 
eral agencies to formulate "im- 
mediately clear policy 
statements, with implementing 
guidelines, including suitable 
drug testing programs." 
The study says government 
contracts should not be awarded 
to companies that fail to imple- 
ment drug testing programs. 
There are some 2.7 million civil- 
ian federal employees and 1.7 
million in the military. 
In addition, the federal gov- 
ernment does business with 
some 15,000 companies employ- 
ing 23 million workers. 
At a news briefing, the com- 
mission's deputy director, Rod- 
ney Smith,   stopped  short  of 
saying that all working Ameri- 
cans should undergo drug test- 
ing, but added, "We are saying 
to every employer in the nation 
that 'you should consider the 
suitability of drug testing.' " 
Smith acknowledged that the 
tests are not 100 percent accu- 
rate and that there was concern 
among commission members 
about employees unfairly losing 
their jobs as a result. But he said 
drug testing technology can be 
improved and that losing a job 
unfairly "is one small issue in a 
much larger issue. 
"WE'RE SAYING that being 
drug-free ought to be one of the 
requirements in all types of gov- 
ernment employment and in 
most types of private employ- 
ment," said Smith. 
The study says the military 
should adopt a broader view of 
what constitutes a threat to na- 
tional security' and the Defense 
Department should consider ex- 
panding Navy assistance to 
Coast Guard interdiction opera- 
tions. 
Celeste unveils improvements bill 
COLUMBUS (AP) -Demo- 
cratic Gov. Richard Celeste un- 
veiled his $584.3 million capital 
improvements bill yesterday, 
labeling it as a bipartisan docu- 
ment that can win quick appro- 
val in the Legislature, create 
jobs and keep the state within its 
budget. 
Celeste flew around the state 
to discuss details of the bill as 
his budget director, William 
Shkurti, stayed behind in the 
Statehouse to explain the fund- 
Sof the second-smallest capi- 
budget since 1980. Two years 
ago, the capital budget totaled 
$530 million. 
During stops in Cleveland, To- 
ledo and Cincinnati, the gover- 
nor said the document was 
worked out in consultation with 
leaders of both political parties 
to address critical needs "such 
as higher education, revitalizing 
our cities and promoting travel 
and tourism." 
About half of the total is ear- 
marked for maintenance or ren- 
ovations of existing facilities, 
and Celeste said the budget "is 
the best example of prudent 
fiscal management at work." 
THE GOVERNOR said $64 
million is set aside for state 
institutions such as developmen- 
tal centers and youth facilities. 
In addition, $175 million is com- 
mitted for maintenance and ren- 
ovations at state universities. 
Overall, higher education 
would receive the lion's share. 
$413.1 million, while mental 
health and mental retardation is 
down for $83.9 million; natural 
resources, $23.4 million; admin- 
istrative services, $23 million; 
rehabilitation and corrections, 
$19 million; and other smaller 
projects, $21.9 million. 
Shkurti said 89 percent of the 
appropriation, or about $520 mil- 
lion, will be funded through 20- 
year revenue bonds. An additio- 
nal $59 million will come from 
the state's general revenue 
fund. 
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93Q and The Shed 
welcome 
THE 
MICHAEL STANLEY 
BAND 
with Special Guest 
SHYSTER 
Wednesday March 5, 1986 
8:00 p.m. 
at Kips South 
Heatherdownsat Reynolds (Toledo) 
Tickets: 
Advance S8.00    At the door: S9.00 
Available at: b< ih Kip-, Souih .m,! w< -' 
ll     ills 
I nuliis (Bow line] (in 
C.P.W. Showtime Presentations - 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
$500 for the Summer 
E. Merry Apartments 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
Field Manor Apartments 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
1 Bedroom Apartments 
$400 for the Summer 
Efficiencies 
$300 for the Summer 
*   Tennants pay utilities at some locations 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
224 E. Wooster St. 
352-0717 
High blood pressure drugs 
prevent strokes, study states 
BOSTON (AP) - The controversial practice of 
using drugs to treat mild and moderate high 
blood pressure saves lives and is especially 
effective for preventing strokes, a new analysis 
concludes. 
An estimated 58 million Americans have high 
blood pressure - what doctors call hyperten- 
sion - and the condition is a major underlying 
cause of heart disease, strokes and kidney 
failure. However, doctors disagree over how 
high blood pressure must be before it should be 
lowered with drugs. 
The new report suggests that treating even 
relatively mild high blood pressure of between 
90 and 114 diastofic, which is the second of a 
pair of numbers given for blood pressure read- 
ings, significantly reduces the risk of death. 
The results were compiled by Dr. Charles- 
Hennekens and colleagues at Brigham and 
Women's Hospital in Boston and Oxford Uni- 
versity and were submitted for presentation 
yesterday at a meeting in San Francisco spon- 
sored by the American Heart Association. 
THE CONTROVERSY over treating mildly 
or moderately elevated blood pressure results, 
in part, from ambiguous and conflicting results 
obtained from a variety of studies. 
In their analysis, Hennekens and his col- 
leagues compiled the results of a dozen compa- 
rison studies that enrolled more than 34.000 
people and were conducted over the last two 
decades. Half the studies had suggested that 
drug treatment is helpful in mild high blood 
pressure, while the rest found no effect. 
But when the study results were combined, 
the researchers found that drug treatment 
reduced total mortality by 13 percent and 
mortality from cardiovascular disease by 22 
percent. 
The biggest effect was on stroke. Those with 
mild hignblood pressure who took drugs had 40 
Brcent fewer fatal strokes and 38 percent 
»er non-fatal strokes. 
"This overview indicates that pharmacologic 
treatment of mild to moderate hypertension 
produces a significant benefit on total mortality 
and vascular mortality as well as on fatal and 
non-fatal stroke," Hennekens said in an inter- 
view. 
"THE PREVIOUSLY reported results that 
showed no association might have been due to 
the fact that any one trial wasn't big enough to 
detect the small to moderate - but we think 
extremely worthwhile - effects of pharmacolo- 
gic treatment," Hennekens said. 
Improvements have been made in drug the- 
rapy for hypertension since some of the studies 
were conducted, and Hennekens said his analy- 
sis could not sort out the benefits of different 
kinds of medicines. 
Blood pressure is usually recorded as a pair 
of numbers, such as 160 over 105. The second 
number is called the diastolic pressure, which 
is measured between the heart's contractions. 
THE FRESH AIR FUND, a 1» 
year-old independent, non-profit 
agency, sends 2500 underprivileged 
New York Qly children lo summer 
amp each summer 
We are m hint] energetic per- 
sou that have completed a mini- 
mum ol one year ol college lo 
work ll counselors, waterlronl 
Miff, aid program specialists in 
Into challenging summer program 
Salary range: $1000 lo $1700 + 
To leant more about The Fund and 
its summer camp opportunities plan 
to meet with our representatives at 
the Camp Day on Tuesday, Match 4. 
or write lo: The Fresh Ait Fund. 70 
I. HI St, N.Y..N.Y, 10018 
Sftedd 
take a day off from smoking 
I 
Purchase Any 12" or 16" ■ 
one Item pizza only . .. I $4"! 
Additional Itsms 99* • 
Bowling Green 352-1539    j 
I 
Student Recreation Center 
Applications are being accepted for 
seats on the SRC Council for the 
1986-87 academic year. 
Any B.G.S.U. student is invited to apply. 
Applications may be picked up in the SRC 
office beginning Wednesday, March 5 
and must be returned to the office 
no later than 5:00 pm Friday, March 14. 
l\Ct m FZI6S % Coke 
^1.91 
tWW CHIPS % Coke 
OPEN 
EASTER 
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GM's Parma plant may lay off over 800 workers 
PARMA, Ohio (AP) - General Motors Corp. 
says it plans to end production of rear-wheel-drive 
transmissions at its plant in the Cleveland suburb 
of Parma by Aug. 1, causing the layoff or transfer 
of more than 800 workers. 
But GM spokesman Stephen Parry said yester- 
day that while plans call for phasing out the 
production of turbohydromatic 350 transmissions 
"probably by the end of July," the company is 
aggressively seeking replacement work. 
Nobody wants to take it sitting down," he said. 
"I have to think, hopefully, if we're going after 
this the right way we'll get some other types of 
business." 
Parry also held out the possibility that there 
may be changes in the marketplace that will bring 
about a greater need for vans and light trucks that 
use the transmissions built by the plant. 
"As gas prices so down, people go for the larger 
vehicles again," he said. 
Currently, the plant is making 1,200 transmis- 
sions a day. Just tour years ago, it was manufac- 
turing 4,000 a day, he said. 
The Parma plant, run by GM's Chevrolet-Pon- 
tiac-General Motors of Canada division, has S17 
production employees and about 32S skilled trades 
workers making transmissions, he said. 
Woman wills party funds to remaining friends 
DAYTON (AP) - Carol Cline may not be there 
the next time her friends have a party, but she'll 
be remembered because she's paying for it. 
Cline, an heiress to an optics and banking 
fortune made by her father, the late Joseph Cline, 
died Jan. 31, 1985, at age 69. Her will, filed in 
Montgomery County Probate Court, left much of 
her $1.6 million to more than a dozen charitable 
organizations or schools. 
But she also bequeathed $5,000 to the group of 17 
longtime friends with instructions that they use it 
for "their annual New Year's Eve Party and/or 
Memorial Day, and/or Fourth of July and/or 
Labor Day picnics and/or any other social occa- 
sion they decide upon jointly/' 
Her will listed 17 members of the "gang" who 
have met regularly for about 50 years, and desig- 
nated three as trustees for the fund. 
"We would have continued anyway, but Carol 
wanted to make sure of it, I guess," said Robert 
Carney, 70, a Cincinnati nursing home administra- 
tor. 
Study: Mayor showed 'reckless disregard for life' 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - A special commission 
probing the fiery MOVE siege that left 11 people 
dead and 61 homes destroyed in a black neighbor- 
hood has concluded that a white neighborhood 
likely would not have been bombed, a newspaper 
reported Sunday. 
Mayor W. Wilson Goode and other officials 
showed a "reckless disregard for life and prop- 
erty" in the confrontation with the radical group, 
according to the final draft of a report by the 
Philadelphia Special Investigation Commission, 
cited in Sunday editions of  The Philadelphia 
Inquirer. 
Eleven occupants of the MOVE house died and 
the homes were destroyed May 13 in a fire that 
started after police dropped a bomb in an attempt 
to dislodge a rooftop bunker. 
The decision to drop the bomb on the fortified 
MOVE rowhouse "would not likely have been 
made had the MOVE residence been situated in a 
comparable white neighborhood," the Inquirer 
reported. 
Bush to give 41st speech in university's series 
FULTON, Mo. (AP) - Forty years ago, British 
statesman Winston Churchill came to this small 
mid-America town and warned the world against 
Soviet domination, and his phrase "Iron Curtain" 
entered the English language. 
"A shadow has fallen upon the scene so lately 
lighted by the Allied victory. . . . From Stettin in 
the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic, an Iron 
Curtain has descended across the continent," the 
former British prime minister told a Westminster 
College audience on March 5,1946. 
Because the leaders of this small liberal arts 
college had the courage to invite such a world 
figure in 1946, the school has enjoyed a tradition of 
renowned speakers for four decades. 
Tomorrow, Vice President George Bush will 
give the 41st lecture in a series in which former 
presidents, ambassadors and Nobel Prize winners 
have presented their views on international prob- 
lems. 
Churchill's Iron Curtain address was the most 
prestigious in the John Findley Green Foundation 
Series, established in 1936 in memory of a West- 
minster alumnus. 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
Need Spring Break Cash? 
Rent an apartment at 507 E. Merry between 
now and March  15th and each apartment will 
receive §KQ to take on Spring Break. 
507 E. MERRY 
* 2 Bedroom Furnished 
* Free Water & Sewer 
* 9 Month Leases 
* Student Consumer Union Leases 
* Washers & Dryers on Premises 
328 S. Main 352-5620 
SUMMER JOBS 
EARN $3000 - $4500 THIS SUMMER 
• M*'iO' Moot* Polling        •    14 W»e* Minimum Season 
• Monog«m#nt Opoo"un>'ies 'n lit *#0" 
• G.«ot Cow l«H>«-*nce K@ILIL3@S 
• Storting $5 Ptt MOU' Wage N—/,—\fBW£[?*if» 
HURRY! Z, IS TEAM 
- — ■<»—" name* 
OwpXMSutute QwfcUSOut. 
owmtm fficiomi? 
Oaw>m\9m Cttmu 
msuMai mum-mo 
, IicHIng Permanent CliWI Alee Aveilebte. 
DESIGNATED  DRIVER WVRTtCIBVNT 
HOWARD'S 
1 210 N MAIN    (419)352-9951 
CQ 
z.1 
Reebokm 
Shoe Sale 
The 
PHASE I 
tennis shoe 
TM Reg. »49.95 
on Sale $44.95 
The lightest most innovative high- 
performance tennis shoe made 
today. Other models also on sale 
now thru Saturday. Men's and 
Women's available 
FALCON HOUSE 
"Your Athletic Shoe and Sport. Apparel 
Headquarter* in B.G." 
140 E. Woo.ter.B.G. 332-3610 
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Szekely shatters MAC records 
by Matt Wlnkel)ohn 
sports reporter 
Despite the heroics of freshman sen- 
sation Andrea Szekely, Bowling 
Green's women swimmers are once 
again the second best the Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference has to offer. 
Saturday, the Falcons finished the 
three-day conference championships at 
Ohio University as runners-up to the 
Miami Redskins for the fifth consec- 
utive year. 
Szekely had a hand in seven school 
records and three conference records, 
but lack of a total team performance 
hurt the Falcons in Athens. 
"We had nine or 10 girls just swim 
Seat, but the other girls just didn't rise 
the occasion," coach Rich Draper 
said. "I don't know if it was a mental 
thing or a physical thing. There's no 
"It's nice to win, but we really wanted to 
beat Miami. Especially in those relays. It 
would be easier if they beat us by two or three 
seconds, but they Just touched us (barely won). 
That hurts." 
— Andrea Szekely 
way of knowing." 
The Redskins paced the field with 927 
Suits. BG followed with 749 and rest of 
: field finished as follows: Ohio Uni- 
versity; 446, Northern Illinois; 379, 
Kent State; 322, Ball State; 291, and 
Eastern Michigan; 257. 
Ball State coach Laura Seibold-Cau- 
dell was surprised at the weekend's 
results. 
"Based on our dual meets against 
Miami and Bowling Green, my team 
and I thought BG would win," Seibold- 
Caudell said. "I would agree with 
coach Draper. Although I don't know 
his girls real well, I think a few of them 
were flat." 
THE MEET was far from a disaster 
for BG though. The Falcons captured 
all three of the meet's individual 
awards. 
Szekely was named, "Outstanding 
Swimmer" while Beth Ricketts was 
named, "Outstanding Senior" and ju- 
nior Mary Pfeifer was named, "Out- 
standing Diver." 
Szekely qualified for the NCAA 
championships in the 100-yard free- 
style by winning the event in a school 
and MAC record time of 55.71 seconds. 
She also triumphed in the 200 free- 
style with another BG and MAC record 
time of 1:51.43. Next, the Bowling 
Green native won the 200 butterfly with 
a BG and MAC best time of 2:03.2. She 
also captured the 200 individual medley 
with a BG record time of 2:06.72. 
Szekely, Dawn Grant, Pam Reinhart 
and Ricketts swam on the 400 Medley 
relay team. She, Maureen Kelly, Sheila 
Wesiendorf and Ricketts swam on the 
800 freestyle team. In addition, she was 
a member of the 400 freestyle relay 
team with Annette Agee, Kelly and 
Ricketts. 
All three relay teams set school re- 
cords while finishing second to Miami. 
Szekely said her weekend was 
bittersweet. 
"It's nice to win, but we really 
wanted to beat Miami. Especially in 
those relays," she said. "It would be 
easier if they beat us by two or three 
seconds, but they just touched us 
(barely won). That hurts." 
Ricketts placed third in the 50 free- 
style, sixth in the 200 freestyle, fifth in 
the 100 butterfly and third in the 100 
freestyle while swimming on the relay 
teams. 
Pfeifer, who won the one-meter div- 
ing competition last year, captured the 
top diver award by winning both the 
one and three-meter competitions in 
Athens. 
While BG has a strong freshman 
contingent, seven seniors will be grad- 
uating. Miami is only losing three. The 
Falcons will have to have a very good 
recruiting year if they are going to 
scalp the Redskins' next year. 
Parks settles 
ongoing war 
by Karl Smith 
assistant managing editor 
Not only did Bowling Green 
win the war against Illinois-Chi- 
cago this weekend, Falcon cen- 
ter Greg Parks won a private 
battle. 
With two goals and two assists 
Friday night. Parks evened the 
score with the Flames from a 
dispute earlier in the season. 
In Chicago on Dec. 6, Parks 
said an altercation between the 
first and second period set the 
tone for the remainder of the 
year. 
"I was skating in front of the 
net between periods and (UIC 
Boa lie Brad) 
yan gave 
me a shot in 
the head and 
everyone 
gathered 
around," 
Parks said. 
"It was in- 
tentional, he 
wound right 
up.   I guess Parks 
that's the kind of player he is." 
It's been bad blood ever since, 
and Parks isn't the only one 
involved. 
During Friday's pre-game 
warm ups, BG's Don Barber and 
a few Flames tangled. Since 
there were no referees on the 
ice, it took a while to stop the 
wrestling match. 
"We had a score to settle with 
them and I think we did a good job of doing it," Parks said. ''We 
id to show that we could beat 
them on the scoreboard and in 
the comers." 
While Parks enjoys checking 
and rough play, offense is his 
bread and butter. He's netted 16 
goals and dished out 26 assists 
for 42 points this year. Of his 16 
scores, five have come on the 
power play and two were game 
winners. 
PARKS ADDED to his off en- 
E 
sive totals with no trouble Fri- 
day, but Saturday was 
dominated by defense, which 
didn't surprise him. 
"Their goaltending change 
(from Jim Hickey to Ryan) had 
something to do with it," Parks 
said. "They played hesitant, and 
they played tight defense. They 
seemed more concerned with 
stopping us from scoring than 
putting the puck in the net. 
"Their backs were against the 
wall, so they'd rather stay out of 
a shootout. 
BG might have their backs to 
the wall Friday when they meet 
Western Michigan in Detroit's 
Joe Louis Arena. The Broncos 
split with BG for the series sea- 
son, as each team swept at 
home. 
The fast-paced Broncos attack 
buried Ferris State Saturday 12- 
2, as the Bulldogs dropped two to 
WMU. 
"It's our biggest game," 
Parks said. "Everyone's going 
to play their best because this is 
what we've been playing for all 
year. We're really going to have 
to play together." 
Although the Broncos' offense 
thrives on breakaways, Parks 
said the Falcons don't plan any 
special strategy for the semi- 
final contest. 
"WE'RE GOING to play our 
game and let them worry about 
stopping us," he said. "We can 
play either style. We can keep 
up in a shootout or grind it out on 
defense." 
Despite his small stature, 
Parks, only 5-7 and 166 pounds, 
has never been one to shy away 
from contact. The Edmonton, 
Alberta native has earned 20 
penalties for 41 minutes which is 
nth on the team. 
"You can't think of it because 
other players will try and get the 
best oi you," he said. "You don't 
have to big in size, you have to 
be big in heart." 
University of Illinois-Chicago goalie Jim Hickey stopped the puck, 
but couldn't keep Bowling Green's Scott Paluch from the back of 
BG News/Jim Youll 
the net. The Falcons swept the Flames to advance to the CCHA semi- 
finals this weekend in Detroit's Joe Louis Arena. 
Mystery goal paces Falcons 
by Tom Skernivitz 
sports reporter 
Postpone the call to Scotland Yard. 
Hang up the trenchcoat and put the mag- 
nifying glass back in the desk. Saturday 
night's whodunnit at the Bowling Green 
Ice Arena has been solved. 
Although the Falcons' 2-1 double-over- 
time nipping of Illinois-Chicago com- 
pleted a first-round playoff sweep of the 
Flames and gave BG a ticket to Detroit 
for the Central Collegiate Hockey Asso- 
ciation semi-finals this week, no one in 
attendance knew exactly who scored the 
winning goal. 
Falcons' defenseman Brian McKee ap- 
peared to be the man of the hour after his 
deflected slap shot from the blue-line 
edged its way past UIC goaltender Brad 
Ryan. The BG players went wild, engulf- 
ing McKee in a sea of brown, orange and 
white. 
McKee was announced as the early 
beneficiary of the goal, but the question of 
who altered the pth of the shot - Ryan, a 
Flames' defender or another Falcon - 
was unanswered. The players didn't 
know. Neither did the press. Even BG 
coach Jerry York was in a query. 
Alas, the role of Sherlock Holmes was 
§iven to left wing Iain Duncan who found 
le mystery very elementary. 
"I GOT it," Duncan said. "It went off 
my stick. I started going towards the net 
and then I saw it (the puck) dribble 
towards the goal." 
Duncan, who was later awarded with 
the game-winner, garnered the spotlight, 
while McKee tried looking at both the 
Sood and bad sides of the confusing ind- 
ent. 
"I wasn't sure who scored," McKee 
said. "I was a little disappointed but just 
as happy to be a part of the winning goal." 
McKee and Duncan almost missed the 
game-winning opportunity. 
BG's most successful power play unit - 
McKee, Duncan, Brian Meharry, Jamie 
Wansbrough and Paul Ysebart - were 
skating at the time of Gorski's penalty 
and fatigue was starting to set in. 
But a time out called by UIC coach Val 
Belmonte allowed the unit to rest and 
remain on the ice. York was surprised at 
Bel 
U See Hockey, page 10. 
Women cagers upend Miami 
by Paul SIM 
sports reporter 
Nothing exciting or unpredictable about this 
one. 
Bowling Green simply outplayed, outhustled, 
and outscored Miami m women's basketball ac- 
tion Saturday, and strolled away with a 81-69 win 
in Anderson Arena. 
The Falcons never trailed the Redskins and the 
scoreboard showed a deadlock. 
BG led by double figures for most of the game, 
:at one point holding a 23-point lead. 
"The kids wanted a good outing, and I think we 
needed it," BG coach Fran Voll said. "We've been 
playing well, but we haven't been consistent. This 
time we played two good halves up and down the 
court." 
MU kept the game competitive in the first half, 
trailing by just eight at the intermission. 
When the second half began, the Falcons kept 
the 'Skins on the losing end of the board. BG 
stretched its lead to double digits early, and held it 
until the final buzzer sounded. 
"I was disappointed with the first seven or eight 
minutes of five second half," MU coach Sue 
DeKalb said. "I thought we would have come out 
better in the second. Our pride was at stake." 
Jackie Motycka led the Falcons in scoring and 
rebounding with 22 and 13, respectively. The M 
rookie has been BG's top scorer in the previous 
five games, averaging better than 21 points a pop. 
Joelyn Shoup played her last home game as a 
Falcon, and didn't dissappoint the largest wom- 
en's basketball crowd this season at Anderson 
Arena. The BG captain had her best effort of the 
8546 campaign, scoring 16 points. Shoup con- 
nected onTofT3 shots from the field, and snared 12 
LaRae Pettit topped the 'Skin scorers with 16 
points, and Tracy Norris chipped in 10 markers. 
MU lists Just two seniors, and after the game 
DeKalb realized the importance of leadership. 
D See Cagers, page 10. 
Late Night Sky-cam 
BG News/Joe Phelan 
Bowling Green's Joelyn Shoup prepares to lay In two points while Miami's LaRae Pettit tries 
to stop her. The Falcons' Jackie Motycka watches the action. BG topped the Redskins 81 69 
Saturday. The women cagers will participate in the MidAmerican Conference tournament 
Friday In Rockford. III., against Central Michigan. 
Number 42 retired; 
memories remain 
by Karl Smith 
assistant managing editor 
When Bowling Green decided 
to retire Nate Thurmond's bas- 
ketball jersey, they didn't antic- 
ipate any reservations from the 
ex-Falcon great. 
Thurmond accepted the 
honor, but with one stipulation. 
"My son's nine years old now, 
but if he decides to come to 
Bowing Green, I hope you give 
him the honor of wearing num- 
ber 42, if he's worthy of it," 
Thurmond said during halftime 
of Saturday's Bowling Green- 
Miami game. 
If Thurmond's son does attend 
BG, he will have some very big 
shoes to fill. 
The 6-11 Akron native earned 
all-America honors in 1963 after 
receiving honorable mention the 
year prior. In addition, 77ie 
Sporting News and UPI named 
him to their first teams. He was 
also named to the The Mid- 
American Conference's first 
team. 
While some players may be 
shunned by the NBA because of 
their MAC background, Thur- 
mond's college accomplish- 
ments led San Francisco to 
select him in the first round of 
the NBA draft. 
"I WAS always happy with my 
choice. I needed the shelter BG 
provided for me. I thought going 
to a smaller school also helped 
me with my career off the 
court," he said. "I thought it 
help me make better decisions 
down the road. 
"I also decided to come to BG 
because I knew I would play 
right away. OSU was interested 
in me but they had guys like 
Jerry Lucas and John Havli- 
cek." 
Thurmond is fifth on the all- 
time BG scoring list and retired 
from the NBA with over 14,000 
points, yet offense wasn't his 
forte. The three-time BG team 
MVP earned his keep under the 
boards. 
He still owns an NCAA single- 
game record for rebounds which 
fie set against Mississippi State 
in the NCAA tournament game 
with 31. He also holds the same 
record in the NBA with 42 
against the Pistons while with 
the Warriors. 
Despite a record-setting per- 
formance with Golden State, 
Thurmond said the latter part of 
the 1975-76 season, which he 
spent with Cleveland, produced 
some of his most enjoyable 
memories. But his individual 
effort against an NBA legend 
also stands out. 
"Playing with Cleveland was 
a great way to end my career. 
You can't imagine the noise 21,- 
000 fans can make. When I 
C Si   Thunnond, nae» \\ 
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MU act overcomes BG emotions 
Weinert coaches, Miller plays in last game with Falcons 
BG News/Joe Phelan 
Miami's Ron Harper had little trouble scoring over the Falcons Saturday 
as he led the Redskins to a 91-79 win in Anderson Arena. Bowling 
Greens Bob Mass tries to stop Harper on this play. Harper scored 25 
points. 
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How to make great-looking 
Kinko's copies without 
ever leaving your desk. 
1. Place your originals in a Kinko's Copy Drop 
envelope 
2. Fill in the order form on the back 
3. Call Kinko's for a pick up 
Within hours, we'll deliver your copies to your 
door or have it ready and waiting at the store 
for you. No more hunting for a parking place, no 
more standing in line, no more hassles. 
I\II0W/   a* 
325 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
(419) 354-3977 
(Across from Taco Bell) 
by Ron Fritz 
assistant sports editor 
The stage was set for a Bowl- 
ing Green upset. 
Coach John Weinert and se- 
nior Brian Miller were partici- 
pating in their final Falcon 
games. Ex-BG great Nate Thur- 
mond was having his number 
retired at halftime. Possibly, 
Miami could have been looking 
past the Falcons to the Mid- 
American Confernece tourna- 
ment. 
However, when the house- 
lights were dimmed and curtain 
opened, it was the MAC-leading 
Redskins who stole the spotlight 
and the game from BG, 91-79, in 
front of 4,860 fans Saturday at 
Anderson Arena. 
MU, led by senior Ron Harp- 
er's 25 points and nine rebounds, 
took command of the game with 
7:46 left in the first half taking a 
22-21 advantage. The Redskins 
never trailed the rest of the 
game, handing BG its eighth 
straight loss. 
Still, MU coach Jerry Peirson 
found fault with his team's ef- 
fort. 
"We played bad," Peirson 
said. "Our game was all offense. 
We forgot to play defense. We 
can't give up 79 points a game." 
Weinert, who is retiring after 
10 years at BG's helm, said he 
was pleased with the Falcons' 
performance. 
"I thought our kids played 
very well, he said. "It bodes 
well for the conference when the 
last-place team can play the 
first-place team competeti- 
vely.* 
IN THE first half, BG and MU 
went nose-to-nose as the lead 
changed hands 16 times. After 
MU took a 22-21 lead with 7:46 
remaining, the Redskins in- 
creased its advantage 30-23 with 
5:00 left on an Eric Newsome 
jumper. 
Newsome, a 5-foot-7 junior 
guard, stood tall in the last 2:54 
of the first half, scoring two 
three-point plays, the second of 
which gave the Redskins a 42-31 
halftime advantage. 
"We don't understand that 
points in the first half are as 
important as points in the sec- 
ond half," Weinert said. "News- 
ome made a big play at the end 
of the half to give them a big 
lead." 
In the second half, the Falcons 
cut the margin to 50-44 with 
16:27 left in the game on two free 
throws by Miller, but MU 
pushed the margin back to 69-54 
with 10:43 remaining. 
Behind Miller and junior Jim 
Smith, BG whittled the lead 
back down to 77-72 with 3:49 left. 
With 2:28 remaining, Anthony 
Robinson hit a free throw to 
make it 80-75. But with MU run- 
ning down the clock, Newsome 
hit a fade-away, 22-footer as the 
buzzer of the 45-second clock 
sounded. 
THE SHOT not only gave the 
Redskins a seven-point advan- 
tage with 1:43 left in the game, 
but it was the straw which Droke 
the Falcons' back. 
"That was just a great shot by 
Newsome," weinert said. "But 
give his teammates credit for 
getting the ball to him on time." 
Following the Newsome's 
shot, MU turned the final 1:30 
into a dunk contest to ice the 11- 
point victory. 
Miller led the Falcons with 22 
points while Anthony Robinson 
scored 21 points and grabbed 10 
rebounds. 
Weinert said he would have 
liked a win, but wasn't disap- 
pointed. 
"I'm proud of the kids," he 
said. "They played their hearts 
out. You can bet that next year 
I'll be in the front row cheering 
the Falcons on." 
Newsome followed Harper in 
the scoring column with 24 
points. Karlton Clayborne 
chipped in with 16 points. 
Peirson vowed to put the 
Redskins through strenuous de- 
fensive workouts before the 
MAC tourney in Rockford, DL, 
this weekend. 
"We're going to work all week 
on defense," he said. "Well be 
ready for the tournament." 
While MU, now 23-5 overall 
and 16-2 in the MAC, looks for- 
ward its next performance, the 
Falcons exit stage left with a 7- 
20 overall mark and 5-13 confer- 
ence record. 
Cagers  
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"People kept telling me we're 
a young team, but I thought, so 
what?'pDeKalb said. "Experi- 
ence shouldn't make that much 
of a difference, but I guess it did. 
"As this season progressed, I 
found we needed some senior 
leadership. That's something we 
were missing from last year." 
Stephanie Coe didn't miss 
much from the field in this one. 
The BG forward hit on five of 
eight field goals and seven of 
eight from the charity stripe, 
good enough for 17 points. 
"We lost two of our last three 
games, and we needed a big 
win," Coe said. "We wanted to 
prove to ourselves and coach 
Hockey  
D Continued from page 9. 
-monte's late-game stategy. 
"They helped us with their 
time out," York said. "We were 
tired. That enabled them to stay 
on the ice for the power play. 
But I guess he was trying to do 
the same thing with his play- 
ers." 
Earlier in the game, UIC 
didn't look like the same team 
the Falcons had beaten five 
times previously in the season. 
Leading scorer Jeff Nelson 
spotted the Flames a 1-0 lead 
midway through the second pe- 
riod, while a conservative de- 
fense led by Ryan held BG 
scoreless for almost two peri- 
ods. 
SCOTT PALUCH ended the 
shutout with only 34 seconds 
remaining in the second period. 
The goal, Paluch's 10th, was 
marred by controversy when the 
UIC goal was knocked from its 
supports simultaneously with 
Paluch's shot. 
"It was in, no doubt," Paluch 
said. "The goal came loose when 
one of their defenders pushed 
(Ysebaert) into the goal. But it 
happened after the shot." 
The defensive showdown con- 
tinued through the third and 
first overtime periods as Ryan 
Voll, we could play well as a 
team." 
The Falcons closed out their 
regular season with a 13-5 Mid- 
American Conference record, 
18-9 overall. 
And now its off to Rockford, 
111. for the MAC Tournament. 
BG has had its troubles on the 
road this season, dropping four 
of its last five contests away 
from home. However, any coach 
will admit a "championship is 
won on the road," and the latest 
road hazzards don't bother Voll. 
"We've got too much going for 
us now, and I don't see (the 
recent road losses) having much 
of an effect," Voll said.7'We're just going to restore our game 
before the tournament. Hey, a 
lot of things can happen." 
and opposing goalie Gary Kru- 
zich continued to stifle any of- 
fensive output. 
Kruzich, who endured a four- 
overtime NCAA championship 
victory two years ago, said the 
big games bring out the best in 
him. 
"I love them. I love the play- 
offs. I love overtime. I love 
everything right now," Kruzich 
said. "Besides we didn't want to 
play on a Sunday." 
Kruzich, a CCHA first-team 
selection, finished with 27 saves 
on the night, while Ryan 
stopped31 Falcon' sots. 
BG's weekend sweep began 
with Friday night's 7-3 dousing 
of the Flames. 
Greg Parks led the Falcons' 
scoring parade with two goals 
and two assists, while McKee 
added a the game-winning goal 
and two assist. 
RIGHT WING Jamie Wans- 
brough, also a CCHA first-team 
selection, opened the game with 
his 125th career goal. The se- 
nior's goal placed him in a first 
place tie for CCHA career goals 
along with Rick Kennedy who 
played for St. Louis from 1971- 
Wansbrough's chance to 
break the record will come Fri- 
day when BG plays Western 
Michigan in a 5 p.m. semi-final 
game at Joe Louis Arena. 
Round trip. Anywhere we go. 
This Spring Break, if you and your friends 
are thinking about heading to the slopes, the 
beach or just home for a visit, Greyhound' can 
take you there. For only $99 or less, round trip. 
From February 15 through April 27, all you 
do is show us your college student ID. card 
when you purchase your ticket. Your ticket will 
then be good for travel for 15 days from the date 
of purchase. 
So this Spring Break, get a real break. 
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $99 or less. 
For more information, call Greyhound. 
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un GREYHOUND And leave the driving to us.' 
500 Lehman Avenue, 353-5982 
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Thurmond 
O Continued from page 9. 
played for SF we never drew 
well," he said. "One thing I'll 
always remember is playing 
against Kareem (Abdul-Jabbar) 
in a six-game series and doing 
well. At the end of that series I 
got a standing ovation. I loved to 
play for the crowd." 
THURMOND said he has 
many fond memories of his play- 
ing days, but not all aspects of 
basketball are something he 
likes to recall. 
"The drug problem has esca- 
lated in all parts of society, of 
course there was a drug prob- 
lem in my time," he said. The 
best thing to do is educate the 
athlete what to do with their idle 
time. Michael Ray Richardson 
did not take drugs when he first 
came to the NBA. Once he got 
there and then got the money 
that's when he started." 
Thurmond also expressed sup- 
port for mandatory drug testing 
In college basetball and added 
that athletes are more suspect to 
drugs. 
"The problem with drugs is 
that you don't eat or sleep as 
much, it diminishes your physi- 
cal abilities," he said. "Drugs 
hurt more in the world of athlet- 
ics than in the office because 
lack of production is more ob- 
vious because of physical per- 
formance. 
"The athlete must have his 
priorites straight. If he wants to 
play basketball he must also do 
well in the classroom. An athlete 
can do the job in the classroom if 
be really wants it." 
Falconettes 
perform 
in Mid-Am 
Bowling Green State Universi- 
ty's precision skating team, the 
Falconettes, participated in the 
Mid-America Precision Team 
competition in Fraser, Mich. 
Saturday. 
The Falconettes, finished fifth 
in a field of eight in the initial 
round. In the final round of com- 
petition, they came in sixth of 
eight teams. 
Teams competing came from 
Canada and around the United 
States. The Falconettes perform 
between periods of BG's hockey 
games several times a season. 
Pitt, judges dispose BG 
Falcon tumblers 'murdered' by poor scoring 
by Jeff McShercy 
sports reporter 
There was a murder at the 
University of Pittsburgh this 
weekend, and Bowling Green's 
women's gymnastics team was 
the random victim of two assail- 
ants. 
"The judges murdered us," 
Falcon coach Charles Simpson 
said. "They didn't know who BG 
was and they obviously didn't 
care." 
The 176.15-166.95 loss to the 
host Panthers, according to Sim- 
En, was a meet marred by the jes' inconsistent scoring for 
I squads. He said the defeat 
wasn't the result of a lackluster 
outing by his team, but a terrible 
performance by the official 
scorers. 
"We did well in the meet, but 
the scoring was just ridiculous," 
Simpson said. "The judges were 
deducting maximum penalties 
for every mistake which ac- 
counted for an extreme range of 
scores for both teams." 
IF THE fudges were guilty of 
murder in the first degree, then 
their partner in crime must 
have been the Pitt gymnasts. 
The Panthers dominated ev- 
ery phase of the contest by cap- 
turing first and second-place in 
each event. They even nad the 
top four finishers in the all- 
around competition. 
Pitt's Alisa Spector captured 
the all-around crown with a 
score of 35.8. She also tied team- 
mate Trish Aser for first on the 
balance beam with a 9.05. Aser 
also won the vault and the floor 
exercise with a identical scores 
of 9.15. 
The Panthers' Beth Waters 
may have turned in the best 
routine of the day in her outing 
on the uneven bars. Her routine, 
which Simpson called "just 
beautiful to watch," earned tier 
a score of 9.35 along with a win 
in the event. 
Pitt led after the first event, 
and continued to build its lead 
throughout the meet. This was 
no surprise to BG's coach, how- 
ever. 
"We didn't expect to win the 
meet," Simpson said. "But we 
felt we might come close to 
winning if we had a good meet." 
The Falcons couldn't muster 
much against the host school. 
BG's Lisa Shulman, the squad's 
Xall-arounder this year, fin- 
1 fourth on the beam with an 
8.25 en route to finishing fifth in 
the all-around with a 33.5. 
Falcon Shelley Staley placed 
third on the vault (8.95), Suz- 
anne Bell finished sixth on the 
floor (8.85), and Ellen DiCola 
placed fifth on the bars (8.4). 
With the Mid-American Con- 
ference championships ap- 
proaching, the Falcons are 2-5 
overall and in next to last place 
in the MAC with a 1-3 record. 
Last year, BG won the confer- 
ence crown, and the pressure is 
mounting. 
"We've got excellent talent 
this year-the same or better 
than last year," Simpson said. 
"But with three weeks to go 
before the MAC meet it's getting 
down to the wire and it puts a lot 
of pressure on the girls." 
Simpson refuses to panic, 
however. 
"We're not doing anything dif- 
ferent," he said. "We've just got 
to go out and do our routines as 
mistake-free as possible. " 
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Now, choose the eye color 
that's just right for you. 
Ask us about NaturalTint  soft 
contact lenses by Bausch & Lomb. 
Whan you wont to change your natural eye color, liven up 
your eyes with NaturalTint soft contact lenses. Available 
in crystal blue, aqua, jade and sable, they'll help you look 
your best while improving your vision. Of course, the only 
way to find out how good you'll look is to try on a pair 
of NaturalTint lenses for yourself. Call us today for an 
oppointmenl. 
•Contact Specials - 
B & L Natural Tint Contacts *75.0O 
B 8 L Extended Wear Contacts '59.00 
Permo Flex Extended-Wear Contacts •89.00 
Daily Wear Soft lenses "34.00 
Professional Fees S Sterilization Extra 
Eyes Examined by Dr. S. Shift, O.D. 
Burlington Optical Inc. 
161* I. Wootttf, Stedium Pl«a, Bowling Green 352 2533 
1955 S. Reynolds Rd.. Toledo 382-2020 
3159 SyivanlaAve.. Toledo 472-1113 
The BG News 
.Classified Information. 
Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(The BG News is not responsible lor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line. $ 1 80 minimum. 
50' extra per ad (or bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
PREPAYMENT is required (or all non-university related business and individuals 
I 
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible (or error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please 
come to 214 West Hall immediately il there is an error in your ad  The BG News will not be 
responsible lor typographical errors in classified ads (or more than two consecutive insertions 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)  
.Phone #. 
Classification In which you wish your ad to appear: 
         Campus & City Events* _ 
        Loet * Found _ 
        Rld.s 
       Service* Offered _ 
        Pertonils 
•Ctmput/Clty Event idi era published free ol charge for on* day for • non-profit event or meeting only. 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
Datea of Insertion Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail) 
The BG News 
214 West Hall FJGSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to The BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
Total number of day* to appear 
Classifieds BG News/March 4,1986 12 
—. 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
PLACEMENT •OUCTIM 5. MARCH 15, 1MC 
Scheduling    On-Cimpui    Interview 
*4Hiulii>wiiiili 
Th« first ctay of s^jn-up* for Ini^rvWjwt (krlng 
me parted of M»crt 17 through Mvcft 21 wfl 
b* h«U on WvdnMtMy March 5 at 4 PM In tha 
North Eaat Common* Education wgn-upa wfi 
ba hak) at e PM in tha Forum of the Studanl 
Sarvtoaa BuMhg Al raglafranta muat hava a 
First Choc* Iraarvtaw Card m ordar to par- 
tlcfpala m tha Brat day of Wgn-upa After tha flrsl 
day. students and afumni-ee may sign up for In- 
terviews from 8 AM to 5 PM at uV**rsffy Place- 
ment Services 360 Student Services Bu**ng 
A CREDENTIAL FORM MUST BE SUBMITTED 
FOR EACH INTERVIEW SCHEDULED AT THC 
TIME OF SfON UP. 
if tor any reason you cannot keep your appoint- 
ment. pMass cafl tha Unrversrly Placement Ser- 
vtoea no War than 9 AM one work day before 
your echedufed rtervlew The telephone 
number la 372-2366 Ftfura to do so wR be 
considered naufhosnt notice Two msumdent 
nottoaa wfl be conaldered a "No Show" and 
reeuR <n forfatura of sign-up and interviewing 
prtvsagee for tha nait recruiting penod 
NO SHOW POLICY 
Fsaura to appear lor a scheduled interne* wfl 
result i vnmediate suspension of your sign-up 
and mterviewnng prrveeges tor the neirt 
recrurang pnod You ere required to send a lat- 
ter of apology to tha employer, schedule an ap- 
pointment with a Placement counselor, and Me 
a copy of tha letter with the University Place- 
ment Services Any student who twice faas to 
honor an nterwew commitment wR be denied 
rterviewing prtvsages for the remainder of the 
academic year 
Monday, March 17 
USA* Force 
Tueeday. March 11 
St Bernard-Eknwood Place Schools 
Wednesday, March 19 
Rochester Crty Schools 
Thursday, March 20 
Beecham Products 
Boy Scouts of Amence 
Efyna City Schools 
Great Oaks Joint Voc   Schools 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
"HOOAY!" 
The Apple UM> Group U» has a meeting el 
8 9 pm. 351 Education Loem Applesoft Basic 
drscuss advanced Apple topics and bring a 
Hank 5 l -4 Inch da* lor the drek ol the month 
- -BGSU TRIVIA SAME SALE" 
ONLY S9 99 beginrxng Mon Match 3 thru Fri 
March 14  Come to the on campus mailbox 
room from 9 30 10 3 30 and buy your came 
TODAY' 
4th Annual MSA Colteehouee 
March 13. 8pm al the Honors Center 
Below Krarecher Caletene 
Free tood and entertainment tor al' 
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS 
Formal Meeting Tuesday. March 4 at 7 30 In 
115 Education Speaker wfl ba Herb 
Melton from Tom Jamas See you there' 
ATTENTION LORDS AND LADIES' 
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANARCHISM 
MEETS TONIGHT. MARCH 4 AT 7.30 PM IN 
309 MOSELEY HALL LEARN MEDIEVAL 
FOLK DANCING, WEAPONS CONSTRUCTION 
AND IMPLEMENTATION. COSTUMING AND 
CULTURE' ALL ARE WELCOME TO JOIN IN 
THE FESTtvmES' 
SENIORS 
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY. 1988 
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES. YOUR CAP 
AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE PLACED BY 
APRL I. 1986 PLEASE PLACE YOUR 
ORDER AT THE ART COUNTER IN THE 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY 
PHONrNG 3722851 
Tha   BO    Pubsc    Relations   Organization    • 
meeting tonight at 6 30 In 21 2 Hayea   Thie wfl 
be a very important meeting 
Members should attend 
The SFWNG SEMESTER EDITION ol the 
STUDENT   ORGANIZATIONS   OIHECTOHY 
Mng 
over 160 registered or ganizationa re 
l now m 406 Student Services 
Vossybet Omciara Mendetory Came. Merer, 4. 
5-8 pm. SRC Conference Room 
Women's Hletory Programs 
Tuesday March 4 
12.30 p m Tart Room, Union 
'Heritage of Northwest Ohio Women'' 
Ann M Bowers 
Women's History Programs 
Wed . March 5 
12:30 Campus Room. Union 
•Perspectives of Women Artists 
VkklPatrsks 
DO YOU WORRY ABOUT DISCIPLINE? 
The Secondary Advisory Board of Education 
presents "A Panel of Experts" offering practical 
rants and answering questions on discipline 
related problems Wednesday. March 5 al 7 00 
PM m the Capitol Room ol the Union Come find 
out what S A.B E can do tor you and how you 
cen help lo bued mo new S exciting 
organization 
DON'T GET CAUGHT WITHOUT YOUR 
SHAOESI SUNGLASSES- Sox) by OeM Sigma 
PI0*T.W.R, 9-4 pm. al your nearest Math Scl 
btdg. Introducing the "Terminator" and 
others Only $5 and $6 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS LEADERSHIP 
WORKSHOP 
Tuesday. March 18 1:00-2 30 pm 
Town Room, University Union 
Leadership Styles 
Guest Speaker -Dr Martha Tack 
Open to al interested students 
STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSN. 
Wad January 29. 1988 7 30 
303 Eppler North 
New Members Welcome 
Topic: The Job Search 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST: A University ol Dayton lootbal ring last 
weekend »found, please or* 372-4305 It hs» 
great aerrtrmental value 
LOST FRESHWATER PEARL BRACELET 
GREAT SENTIMENTAL VALUE REWARD 
CALL 372-6183 EVENsNGS 
LOST. Ring with red atone m middle ft diamonds 
on both sides Special value to owner If lound. 
• OH 352-4797 or 354-8878 Reward 
LOST 24 gold chain and medium sized gold 
cross. Lost In front ol Rodgera Quad on 
weekend of Fab 7-9 Incredible sentimental 
rebel REWARD. Call 352-4318 
ATTENTION WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS. 
INC 
MEMBERS 
Elections to be held for 1988-87 offlcera wfl be 
March 5 at ' p m in the 11th floor conference 
room of Oflenhauar West Oaf involved with a 
professional ccmmurilrjatlons orrjerWatfon' 
RIDES 
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS 
Wine and Cheese Party Thurs March 6 from 6 
to 9 pm at Kaufmans Cost * $5 00 ana faculty 
and members are welcome Funds due to Kathy 
McCarthy by March 4 
ATTENTION UNDERCLASSMEN 
Do you want a Marathon Credit Card with NO 
ANNUAL FEES? Than stop by the on-carnpus 
rnaabox room and ffl out your application today 
from 9:30 to 3 30' 
Found. On February 17. 3rd floor Union, man's 
black suede cap with fur fcnlng Please contact 
Oerinds Harnar, Arts I Sciences. 372-2016 
Needed A ride to VA, D C . or N C eras tor 
Spring Break SS Desperate' CalCheryl 
2-6440 alter 5 00 
Fade needed to ft from Stratford. Ontario or 
nearby vtoMy any weekend Wfl pay gaa 
372-3981 
SERVICES OFFERED 
OOK"ODK-OOK- 
Be aura to pick up your Omrcron Delta Kappa 
membership aprjacafJon at one of the lortowtng 
locations 110 Adm Btdg . U A O Office, or 
Student Activities and Orientation Office Ap- 
pacehon deedene is March 14. 1988 
Al your typing needs 
promt ft proteeaional 
Can 352 4017 
Free deists Get cash xicome now by cosseting 
and raaeflng discarded automobile catalytic 
converters to ma|or collectors Call 
I 800 824-5092 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Mited by Trade MtckH Jaffr 
ACROSS 
1 Call from the 
bellhop 
5 Saw 
10 Actor Jamas 
14 SonolSelh 
15 Star of "Uli" 
18 Being: Lat 
17 Type of 
vegetable 
18 Exclamation 
from a 
braggart' 
20 Proves lasting 
22 Oltenalvely 
noisy 
23 Musician 
Waller 
24 Pioneer in 
electrical 
engineering 
25 Assigned task 
27 California'! 
Big  
28 German pistol 
32 Well ventilated 
33 DC -basedorg 
34 Password 
35 Juan Carios. 
04} 
38 'Tht  
Dilemma": 
Shaw 
38 Mala (but 
of course): Fr. 
39 Advantage 
41 Minstrel's song 
42 Building wing 
Mar. 
43 All  
Collage. Oxford 
44 " Olfll" 
(Gene Kelly 
musical) 
45 Heraldic bands 
48 Author Joyce 
Carol 
48 Undersized 
49 Principality In 
the Pyrenees 
52 Language 
usage 
watchdogs 
55 Equine parent 
fast on a 
sloppy track? 
57 Make whole 
56 Facility 
50 Athletic 
contests 
80 Egypllsn 
sun god 
81 Slough off 
82 Purple  
(flowery words) 
63 Concorde at al. 
DOWN 
1 Explorer Mar 
queue's title 
2 Shortly 
3 Congratulatory 
word! 
4 River mouth 
tidal zone 
5 High points 
6 of yore 
7 Neighbor of 
Braz 
8 Groundnut 
9 Chemical 
compounds 
10 Mythical 
creature 
11 On the briny 
12 Social 
grouping: Abor 
13 Snug retreat 
19 Ewlngs' 
bailiwick 
21 Mamhgwy 
24 Galapagos 
Islands fauna 
25 Complains 
unreasonably 
28 Sacred: Comb, 
form 
27 Western Indian 
29 Large amounts 
30 Gel away 
31 Controls 
33 Sprinkle with 
34 Noes about 
36 Make friendly 
37 Hemispheric 
org. 
40 Inundated 
42 Rubbing 
compounds 
44 Front-runner 
46 " Town" 
47 Nice guy 
48 Prize for derby 
winner 
49 Ripens 
50 Mr. Webster 
5t Measured 
amount 
52 Concern of vets 
53 Pony's gait 
54 Colleagues of 
Reps. 
66 volente 
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CnSS I - A«M Thw* SVWBNM 
Have your special event video taped: Data par 
nee. lormafe. wedding, etc Cad 353-1809 or 
362-04 29. 
PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnant 
KM. Otxectrve mlo Cat now 354 HOPE 
14073). Hra M. Th 12 noon 8pm T.W 10 
am-2pm; Sat   12 noon-2pm 
Rent AN ALBUM DOLLAR A DAY 
GREEN   TAMBOURINE   RECORDS   167 
CLOUGH 
1 BLOCK EAST OF MAM. PR 3527078 
Typing In my home Tuesday thru Saturday Ask 
tor Linda. 363-1434. 
LOSE 55 POUND* 
BY SPRING SAEAKI 
100* Money tack Guarantee 
Cat! right now! 353-0107 
SCHOUUJUJMPS 
AVAHASLE 
J135MIUJON-«iflneoeiexJ went unused «nl 
itu Freshman, Sophomorea. ongoing 
graduate students, tor help carahrng In on those 
funds, cat Academic Data Services to! free 
1-000-644-1574. Extension 039. or write 
P.O. Box 10483. Ctlrsttanooga. TN 37418 
Abortion 
Free Pregnancy Teel 
Morning After Treatment 
Center lor Choice 
161 N Michigan 
Toledo One 
(419) 255-7789 
PERSONALS 
The Key congratulates Christopher 
Gills - winner of The Key Spring 
Break Giveaway. Have fun at 
Daytona teach! 
Alex. 
GO ANIMALII 
Good luck at MAC'S 
Love. Carol 
Amy Jo. 
Gosh we've come a long way. From clouds, 
hejfbreede and Bobby Sherman to anchors, 
sasboats and the men of Akron U If muat be 
fate. CongratAAttions and welcome aboard 
Love. 
Jules 
ApptteabOns are now being accepted for the 
1980-87 University Intramural Advisory Board 
Apptcations ere avseabre in the IM Office, 108 
SRC. and are due by Noon. Wednesday March 
19 
Reebok Shoe Sale 
All Swlmweer 20% off 
at 
Falcon House 
140 E. Weoehx 
CCWGRATUIATIONS 
INITIATES 
MkaCorrlgan 
Bob Bender 
Jen Watery 
JR. Suppee 
Enc Remoehl 
Tom Buckley 
Jeff Caudfl 
WELCOMETOTHE 
BROTHERHOOD OF DELTA UPSILON! 
(>>ngratulBtioris Barb Siefort and Bob Neraon on 
your Alpha XI Delta- Sigma Cfa 
pmrxng Love, the Staters of Alpha XI 
Do you hava a arnoare Merest In aervtng on a 
cound the) at responeWe for the present and 
future poeokss. proceduree end usage of the 
moel dynamic fitness and recreational teclafy on 
campus? If the answer la yea. then apply tor a 
seal on the Student RecreaBon Canter Cound 
Aappscsfions can be picked up In the SRC of- 
fice starting Wednesday. March 6 They muest 
be relumed to the office no later than Friday, 
March 14 
Eddie Z 
WELCOME TO A WELL ORGANIZED FAMILY I 
AM REALLY PROUD OF YOU CONGRATULA- 
TIONS AND BEST OF LUCK YOUR PI KAP BIG 
Elections wfl be herd lor 1988-87 Women in 
Ccrrrmurticatlons officers on March 5 at 7 p m 
In the 11 th floor conference room of Of- 
fenheuer Weat. Members are urged to come. 
Wednesday Night Movies 
Cat 352-3703 Wednesday 
afternoon tor times ft titles 
Homemade tecoa 3 for S1 00 
Movie Channel I HBO 
In our lounge nightly 
MAIN ST. 
362-3703 
J.T S Pizza 
10" Cheese Plua-Onry SI.75 
Phone 362-5475 
J.T.'i Pizza 
14" Cheese Pizza-Only S2 76 
Phone 352-5475 
J.T.'s Pizza 
10" Cheese Pizza Only $3.75 
Phone 362-6475 
JT'i Pizza 
French Breed Pizza-Only $1   '6 
Phone 352-6476 
LSAT-MCAT-GMAT-GRE 
NTE-CPA REVrEW-NCLEX-RN 
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
NO. 1 IN TEST PREPARATION 
(410)636-3701 TOLEDO 
MARK  "BARREL" LAawBEER-HAPPY BIRTH- 
DAY TO MY FAVORITE F.S.-NQHT CYNTHIA! 
YA WENCH  HAVE A GREAT DAYI 
ALL MY LOVE, DEBBIE 
UNfVERSfTY AMBASSADORS 
Your Applications ere Due 
Tomorrow by 5:00 p m 
MKETI ALUMNI CENTER 
Rep with your USG off campus rep every 
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. hi ft* Cummuter 
Center USG a) the student government that 
Degsie with you' 
Rumor ties It that Kathy P. finely lound the 
abrery Who tow her where it was? Don 1 go too 
often or It wfl ruin 
your rep 
SrNGER-LYRICiST WOULD UKE TO FORM 
SONGWRfTING PARTNERSHf WITH EX- 
PERIENCED MUSrCIAN<S) CALL SCOTT 
2-6032  SERIOUS INOIJfMES ONLY 
SPUING BREAK on the beech II Soot" Psdrr. 
Wand. Daytona Beech Fort Lauderdele Fort 
Walton Beach or Mustang Island Port Arenas* 
from orey $89: and akshg at assarrrboal or Vat 
from only $88! Deluxe lodging, parties, goodie 
begs. more. Hurry, cafl Sunchrasa Tours for 
more Inlontirason and reservations fol free 
1400-321-6911 TODAY! When you Spring 
Break counts   count on Sunchaee 
St Patricks Day ft Easter Cards and 
Gats Jeans N Things 531 Ridge Open 
tonight tfl 6 00 PM 
The   Brothers   of   SAE   congratulate   Jim 
Kionenoet ger and Tammy Oeuaon DZ on the* 
pinning   Phi Alpha Jen 
Wa are the Women men have warned us 
about. -Roon Morgan 
WOMEN'S HISTORY WEEK. MARCH 24 
CELE8RATEI 
We the Dee Gees went to decorate the Rock, 
but stes our paint wee out of star- 
to our rescue they did come 
Delta Tau Oats end Srgme Phi Eprslon 
So we thank you in nee we're sincere 
end the next tjme we see ya, we I buy 
ytabttrt 
with Love 
The Delta Gemma Pledge Class 
ALPHA CELTS ARE 
GOING TO WIN 
IITHE BETA!! 
CAMP DAY-SUMslER JOfl FAIR 
MARCH 4. 1980 
GRAND BALLROOM UNION 
Congratulations CORRIE ROMBOUTt 
I'm to happy for both you and my Little 
Teresa! What s super addition to our greal 
ALPHA DELT family. 
LtL. 
Granoolt Julie 
HAPPY tIRTHOAY 
Jusl s rrtfle somethmg to wrah Diane Franct a 
Happy 19th Now you ve laiely reached puber 
ty'i   LrtOe Kevin 
INTERESTED IN TRAVELING AND EXPERIEN- 
CING A NEW CULTURE?? STUDY IN 
ENGLAND!! FOR MORE INFO. EVERY WED. 
EVENING AT 7:10 IN 411 SOUTH HALL OH 
CALL BETH AT 2-4607 OR KELLY AT 24462 
Jaw JENSEN 
0OO0 LUCK AT MACSI 
Sorry I drdn'l make It to any meets 
Suzanne 
esELANeE, 
ROSEt WERE NOT ENOUGH. CONGRATULA- 
TIONS ON YOUR ACTIVATION. THE DEE 
GEES JUST ACOWRED A WONDERFUL 
YOUNG LADY. 
ADAM TYLER 
Attitude Adfuetment Night 
Wei drinks- 50 cents 
Pitchers-PrtchersPftchers 
Music Dence Videos 
Jorn the Tuae. night crowd at 
MAIN ST 
352-3703 
NATIONAL $OCKTY OF PEIsSHfNO RIFLES 
would Ike to announce 
our Spring 1980 Pledges 
Lynette Chnetlaneon Derie Damron 
Mark Fryalngar Susan Grover 
Helen Holmes Randy Lambert 
assists! Martow Nancy McSweeney 
Tom Musoy Kevin Prospal 
Jackie Rlemersme Kathy Shaw 
Debf»e Spragg John Weber 
POLYNESIAN VILLAGE OELIVERSI 
GREAT   ORIENTAL   FOOD   DELIVERED  TO 
YOUR-DELIVERY   HOURS:    6:30-9.30 
MON -SAT, 
362-0520 
SENIOR CHALLENGE 1M4 
Join In the ursted effort to hrstp us reach our 
goal of $67,000. Commrt yoursed to an En- 
rlronme.it tor Excellence! 
uNrviMiTY JSSSSSSm 
Get rrvorved in campua leedership- 
AppsoMlona svaaSble today through March 6 In 
405 Student Services 
USG 
Faculty Exorjtsrtce Award 
rkxiSnerkxi forms are evetebie untl Me/ch 14 in 
405 Student Services 
YOU CAN SPEND NEXT FALL M ENOLANOII 
FflsD OUT MORE: 411 SOUTH HALL EVERY 
WED. EVrBetNl AT 7:S0 OR CALL HTM AT 
2-4M7 OH KELLY AT 24412. 
SfENO A SEMESTER M ENGLAND PLUS 
EARN 
11   HOURS   SOSU   CREDITI   FOR   MORE 
INFO.: 
EVERY WED. EVtJtMO AT 740 M 411 
SOUTH 
AT 2-4547 
MICHELLE GOULD AND JOY BANDO 
CcorjssusMons on your 1908 Cabinet Post- 
tons on  Psnhel   as   Faculty  Rssatlons  and 
OrganuWlonei Repreeentatrve 
Way to go. Alpha xi's 
PMMcHugh 
Cixigie>Ssti'ne on your IECON reversal and 
prrimg That's 0 pornta for a real 
man 
Love. YourMard 
•••SONOLASSES--' 
■ ••SUNGLASSES'• " 
• ••SUNGLASSES-• • 
• ••SUNGLASSES- • • 
•••tUNOLASSES-- 
IIINOIIIIEI 
Deta Skjma PI. Math M, TODAY, WED. 
THURS, 9-4 pm, $6 and $0 
ATTENTION MAY. AUG ft DECEMBER '80 
GRADUATES: SENIOR CHALLENGE 1980 wfl 
be here soon. Don't rrsss your opportunity to 
contribute toward the growth A development of 
BGSU1 
BRENT REGAN" 
HOPE YOU HAVE THE BEST BIRTHDAY 
EVER1I-KSM 
THE BROTHERS OF 
DELTA UPSILON 
WOULD UKE TO THANK 
PRESIDENT PAUL OLSCAMP 
FOR PARTICIPATING IN 
OUR wmATION CEREMONY 
HofySpM. 
Thank you lor panting my specie* 
request' C S 
It was so cold I sfmoat got married 
Shosey Winters 
WOMEN'S HISTORY WEEK, MARCH 24 
CELEIRATEI 
WANT TO TRY "PUB-GRUB" OR ENGLISH 
LAGER?? FtND OUT ABOUT ITII 
EVERY WED.  EVENING  IN 411   SOUTH 
HALL 
AT 7 30 OR CALL KELLY AT 24462 OR 
tETH AT 2-4547 
MOONLIGHERS 
We've known since pledge day that 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
had the 
MOST OUTSTANDING PLEDGE CLASSI 
CongretiaBhons' 
We love youl Karen ft Cindy 
Room Landrus from JAU BAU Ha* Studio 
la now scheduling appomtrrienta She 
wfl be oflering 20% off on Heir Cuts 
Please bring this coupon. 
116 W. CtoughSf 
352-0081 
WANTED 
1    fenafe   roommate.    VMege   Green.   FS 
1988 87   Cal 372-3306   Ask lor Susan 
1 or 2 people needed to sublease apartment tor 
summer Ax conditioned 
354-9902 
Female grsd looking for the seme to share 
2-bdrm apt. lor summer Free sir cond . quiet. 
comlorteDle Cat 362-1592 
Fernete needed to lubleasi apt For more iKor- 
meson cal Kethryn 353-2019 
FEMALE FIOOMMATE NEEDEO IMMEDIATE- 
LY ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
REASONABLE RENT CALL 352-7865 
Fernete roommate wanted to shere apartment 
with 3 girts lor '86 87  372-5648 or 
372-4240. 
NEED A HOME? SHARE OUR HOUSE! Female 
roommate needed tor next year, one block from 
campus, very riasonaCIl rant. Please cat 
372-5906 
NEW ENGLAND BROTHER4ISTFR CAMPS 
Meh-Kee Nee for Boya-Danoee lor Girte 
Counselor FoeBona tor Program Spoclelalll: Al 
Team Sports, eepectaty Beaeoel. Basketbsl. 
Soccer, ptus Archery, Rfflery. and aklng. 26 
Tennis openings Also, Performing Arts. Gym 
neatics. Rockety, Ropes Course, Al Water- 
front Actrvflee -rncajdsxj Swimming. Skiing. 
Smel Craft: ptus Overnight Camping Com* 
puters. Wuodcian and more. Inquire. J ft D 
Camping, 190 Linden Avenue. Glen nogs, NJ 
07028. Phone (201) 429-0522. 
WX>MMATE WANTED: 1 Non smokxig female 
for 80-07 school year. Own room. Cat Dorothy 
363-3802 
HELP WANTED 
Attention Looking for printing pressmen to run 
AB Ock 300 wth T51 Cotortaad. 3-6 yrt. e. 
perience needed--insurance • benellts 
svatsble for quatfled eppscsnts -pleese send 
reeume to MM Meaoy 320 W Merkot, Lime. 
OH 46001  
FRESHMEN OR SOPHOMORES FROM 
BOAHOMAN. OHtO--Cel Carol at 372-2452 for 
trrto. on a paying summer job opportunity 
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 -$59.230-yr 
Now Hiring Cal 1 805 687 6000 Ext R 9849 
lor current lederel let 
Prjeieone avetable ful (me ft pert time Contact 
354-8137 or 1-337-3515 
Ask for Brian 
SUMMER JOBS N ALASKA. Good Money. 
Many opportunities' Employer Unrigs. IBM 
Summer Employment Guide $5.05. AsMOO, 
Box 30752. Seattle WA 98103 
Vefuetxe Summer Experience' 
Counselor Positions open  Independent Living 
Program for grte wrrh primary daksbaty ol men 
ea reserdaton Cal 218492-2018 or write rN- 
DEP MC„ 487 CeBxi Rd.. Richmond Hit.. ONo 
44143 
CHUeKIMPt: AMJMEa, rMMOl Summer. 
Career. Overaerasl Cat tor Guide. Caaaette. 
(916)944-4444, ext   2 
FOR SALE 
'75 Ford Mustang, good Interior ft running con- 
rHon. Excel gat maaege Some rust Aakrng 
$1,000 Ksn: 372-4292 
-MOVING SALE- 
19" B ft W TV ($20). drop-leaf kitchen table ft 
cha* ($16). wood coffee table ($6). brown 
"fur" btra seal w matching swivel chair ($50). 
6-botlJe tss wine rack ($6) Al items perfect for 
smrrJ apartment Cal before 5 (372-7714) 
1984 Renault L AJasnce 2 door. rat. AM FM 
radio, automatic doth interior Very sharp' 
18.000 mi. $4,750, accept offer. 3624)299 
evee or 352-8203 day-eves. 
75 Monte Carlo PS PB AM-FM CASS 
Dependable 550 Tom 362-4070 
Ferret-Female. Wet trained, cute. TAME  She 
■ a home' $35. Cat 363-7901 
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps lor $44 through 
the U.S. government? Got the tacta todayl Cat 
1-312-742-1142 Ext   1794 
MUST SELL   '77 BLHCK LASABRE. AC, AM- 
FM. GOOD TIRES BEST OFFER 352 6085 
NEED A DRESS FOR A FORMAL? TWO 
BEAUTIFUL GOWNS-EACH WORN ONCE 
ONE IS PEACH AND ONE IS ROSE. 
REASONABLE  823-3310 
Write ktoe wedding gown. Queen Anne 
neckftne. sheer sleeves ruffled cuffs. Chapel 
length trail. Orig $300. asking $100. Even- 
ngs 352-0439 
Women's cross-country ski outfit In good condi- 
tion $60 00 or best offer Cal Donna 2-2434 
"It Doesn't Metier Much" 
New Proof of Utah $5.29 
Green Tsmcourine. 157 Cbugh 
"The Second Time Around'-The best used fur- 
mture 740 N. Enterprise 362-3926. We are 
now accepting furniture for sale on a consign- 
ment besx. 
FOR RENT 
• 2 BEDROOMFURN   ft UNFURN ■ 
•PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS' 
Mator UtaMM ft Cable TV Fum. 
One half Block Oft Campua 
CALL TOM 
Mon Fri  7 AM Noon 362-4073 
Eversng ft wkend   352-1000 
USING S C U  MODEL LEASE 
1 bedroom tomsshed apertments year leases 
August to August 352-7464. 
1   mass  needed  to sublease  apartment 
mediately Wfl pay $200  621 E  Marry  Cat 
Keith end Cert at 362-7348 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apartments tor 
1-2-3-4 Students 
Office hours 11AM 4PM 
At 310 E. Merry Apt. 3 
or phone anytime for information 
362-7305 
2 bedroom fumiened apartments 
649 Sixth St, $4SOmo plus alec 
352-9487 between 12-4pm 
2 bedroom furnished apartments School year I 
summer lessee e atefill  362-7464. 
Thurstm Manor Apartments 
Fuay Carpeted, Air Conditioned 
Catse TV, Furrashed Efficiency ft 
Laundry Facxmas   Applcstlorxl tor 
Summer and Fat at 451 Thurahn Ave 
Across from Offenheuer Towers 
362-6435 
Adtocent campue 1 bedroom apertment 
J200-month plus utl ft deposit AvsAsble May 
Years lease 362-7606 Ext 280 ffl 6 pm . 
3523400 eves 
Houses ft Apia for 08-87 school year 
Smlth-Boggs Rentals Otlloa 532 Merrvfle. rear 
352-9467 between 12-4. 
Iloutea and Apartments ctoae to campua lor 
summer 1986 end 80-07 school year. Cat 
1-207-3341 
Efficiency Now Renting for Fat 
1 or 2 iimnlnr keaea. luly funkthod 
el utnes pakt Indudng coax TV 
with cable $285 month. Phone 
354 3182 or 362-1620 Evervnge 
1 
FALLOflRfllOlttt 
2 br fury fumiened apta Excesent 
location on 3rd St . some urn on Oth 
MM 
1 br. ft 2 br. fwrrkshed units. 3rd 
ft Oth St Irjcabona 
CALL 352-4Mt EVENINGS 
Piny Room 
Cal 352-9378 
CATCH THE PIZZA BROTHER 
£7^s lx>ok for the pizza man on 
fi^rCS^1 campus with Ms bright orange 
^Jfor jacket, and tag him for a valuable 
-^"sK<^~^\~ coupon for your next Pizza 
>^?^il   N. Brother's visit. 
_^dg*m $\J> P.S. His name is not Herb! 
—TtJ^-S^f^yL^ St%- tiki U tot ! Fit* Prttl •«. W IpfV •edoniaT. (Not good nth try oAti oflo| 
m B6 Mem 
editorial page: 
thoughtful 
commentary 
Summer. 3 ft 5 bedroom house. Ctoae to cam- 
pus. Cat 1-207-3341. 
Two bedroom hjrnrehed apta tor Fat. 
362-2003 
AAARTMENTS NOW FOR MNT FOR THS 
OCHOOl YEAR H47 ANO THE aVJflaMER Of 
at. AFARTMENTt AM COMPLETELY FUR 
MED WITH 2 I«MrOO«st, CAftXE TV, AIR 
COraBITWIfltlO. LAIJNORY ANO FARKINO 
FACsUTIES. «U UiaUTM EXCEFT ELEC 
TMerrr » ruo ■ v OWNER, RENT » MM 
FOR THE tutflaXR "M" F0« THE AFART- 
aflOIT. FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR s*47 THE 
RENT It M7I PER SCatUTER WITH 4 FEO 
FIE. CAU TM AT BUrf AFARTfttENTS 
M2-71I2 AFTER 1:00 F.aL 
